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Preface and Purpose

All who study the life and music ofBelaBart6k discover that folk song is the
epicenter ofBart6k's far-reaching achievement. Bart6k's own admission that "my days
among the peasants were the happiest days of my life" (Bart6k, Essays 332) reminds us that
the musical treasure he found in folk music, especially his native Hungarian folk music,
changed both his personal life and the musical world. It is miraculous that such a musical
treasure fell into the hands of a man who was as intellectually capable, musically gifted,
artistically high-minded, and doggedly hard working asBart6k. Bart6k's passion for peasant
folk music followed two major paths: folk-song collecting and its infusion into his art music
composition. There is no doubt that the folk music he collected and studied nourished his
compositions. DavidYeomans counts precisely:
Of 393 individual movements inBart6k's solo piano music, 189, or
roughly 48%, make use of authentic peasant folk songs and dances of
Eastern Europe; this percentage does not take into account the abundance
of additional piano works that include quasi-folk material of no specific
origin (Yeomans 10).
Most scholars and musicians acknowledge the equal importance of the folk song and
its text. Bart6k himself identified with great detail the different types of songs, variants,
melodic style, line-syllable count, rhythmic elements, and phrase structure in his book
Hungarian Folk Music. In several of his essays, he discusses characteristics of the Hungarian
language as they affect the rhythm of Hungarian folk songs, but he stops short of inviting the
reader to try pronouncing the Hungarian language and actually sing the song. Bart6k himself
spoke six languages and had an acquaintance with six more (Bart6k Jr. 21). He knew that the
folk music of a particular people was inaccessible unless one knew the language. While on
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tour in Spain and Portugal with the violinist, Ferenc von Vecsey, Bart6k took a day trip over
to Africa. He heard Arabian singing in a tavern and realized "one cannot understand a folk
song without understanding the language" (Lesznai 59). When he finally collected Arabic
folksongs in 1913, he was acquainted with the Arabic language.
Hungarians love their language, and take a bit of perverse pride in the fact that it is a
difficult, non-Indo-European language. The implication is that the language must be
therefore inaccessible to Western people. Few non-Hungarian pianists have tried to learn
Hungarian, which creates a conflict between the necessary prerequisite knowledge of a folk
song and an idiomatically sensitive performance of that folk song. Perhaps the point can be
made more clearly with another comparison. George Gershwin wrote many songs that he
also transcribed for solo piano, for example, "The Man I Love." A very unusual performance
of the solo piano version would occur if the performer did not know English, had never heard
the song, and was unfamiliar the American jazz style.
Damjana Bratuz in her essay, "On Bart6k's Improvisations and the 'Pippa Effect,"'
claims that the Hungarian language is so foreign to Western ears that it may not be possible
to fully understand Bart6k's music and properly perform it. Bratuz continues to say that
Bart6k's music
appears to have suffered most through the misreading and
misinterpretation of performers, . . . Western and, paradoxically, Hungarian
also .... for the new mode of perception in compositional and imaginative
matters it called for required familiarity with a prosody that was alien to
Western ears" (Pippa 2).
She asserts that Western performers are vulnerable to misinterpreting Bart6k for several
reasons. The musical impulses and reflexes that are a result of Western musical training and
traditions are in conflict with the Eastern characteristics of Hungarian folk song. The

?
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embedded musical habits of"leading short values to longer ones, ofseeing that up-beats fall
onto down-beats, and distributing accents oflesser or greater intensity" will not serve the
performer well in Bart6k's music (Bratuz, Pippa 3). Likewise, patterns oflanguage and
prosody carried from an Indo-European language into a non-Indo-European language such as
Hungarian, will distort the sound much like a strong foreign accent in a second language.
Finally, ifBart6k's markings in the score directly reflect the language hidden behind the
folk-song melody, and the structure ofthe folk song itself, then a lack ofknowledge ofboth
will have deleterious results in performance (Bratuz, Pippa 3).
In the Foreword to Twenty Hungarian Folksongs for Voice and Piano
Accompaniment that Kodaly wrote and Bart6k signed, a note on performance states

No one who is acquainted with the manner ofsinging ofthe people will
make mistakes in performing folk songs. Nor will anyone who speaks
good Hungarian make major errors. This already is the halfofgood
singing..... Variations from customary accentuation are not wrong, since
the people never sing anything that destroys their natural feeling for
speech-rhythm. Mistakes in rhythm will occur only when alien musical
phrasing is imposed on the text (Italics are author's)(quoted in Lesznai
56).
Further study ofthe Hungarian language and its influence on Bart6k's music must be done.
Yet scholars have written very little about the relationship between the language of
the folk-song text and the performance ofa Hungarian folk melody in Bart6k's piano works
except to repeatedly state that Bart6k's music reflects the Hungarian language. The bleak
situation described by Bratuz continues.
The goal ofthis treatise is to explain more precisely how the language is embedded in
the melody. Features ofHungarian pronunciation, patterns ofword and phrase stress, and
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prosody 1 will be compared with Bart6k's articulation markings to determine whether or not a
relationship exists. The first six settings of folk-song melodies found in Fifteen Hungarian
Peasant Songs will serve as examples for study.
The opening four folk songs are grouped together as "Four Old Tunes." They are
based on the parlando-rubato style of very old folk songs. These four songs are slower in
tempo, rhythmically free, and are responsive to the text and its meaning. They will be
excellent examples for understanding how the cadence of the language and the rhythm of the
words influence the interpretation and performance of parlando-rubato melodies in Bartek's
music. The Scherzo and Ballade are two folk-song arrangements in which the text not only
influences the melody and rhythm, but also appears to have inspired Bart6k to use text
painting to create a psychological portrait of peasant life.
An analysis of the syllables, words, and phrases to discover patterns of quantity and
speech stress (phonology and prosody) will also reveal how the language flows. A study of
Bart6k's detailed articulation markings in the melody will illuminate how Bart6k translates
the language for the performer when the text is absent, and not written on the music page. 2
The reader will understand more from the analyses if the score is at hand. Appendix A
contains a copy of the music. Appendix C contains translations of the selected folk songs.
Pertinent facts about each folksong, and interesting features of the accompaniment,
will also be part of the analysis. Victoria Fischer, a Bart6k scholar and concert pianist, speaks

1

Prosody is defined as the science or study of poetic meters and versification. Prosody and
phonology is the study of the distribution and patterning of speech sounds in a language and
of the tacit rules governing pronunciation) interact closely.
2
Victoria Fischer proposes possible reasons for why the text is not to be found with folk
song settings. Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs is a fortunate exception. The folk song and
texts are given on a separate page in the Universal Edition. However, the text is never written
on the same page as the piano arrangement itself
4
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to the need for background research when approaching the works ofBart6k. From her essay,
"Bart6k's Fourteen Bagatelles, Op. 6, for Piano: Toward Performance Authenticity," she
states,
Western pianists cannot happen upon stylistic awareness haphazardly.
They must approach Bart6k's music armed with knowledge and insight.
Nowhere is that insight more vital ... than in the area offolk music
(Fischer 275).
When Denijs Dille interviewed Bart6k, Bart6k said, "Let my music speak for itself" (quoted
in Bratuz, Pippa 2) The music will speak more clearly when the performer investigates the
language and music of the Hungarian peasant.

Features of the Hungarian Language

Hungarian is not like English. This section outlines some basic characteristics of the
Hungarian language for a musician to ponder, and to relate to Hungarian folksong melodies
used in formal compositions, notably selections from Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs of
Bela Bart6k.
The linguistic roots of English are Indo-European and thus English shares
characteristics with many of the world's languages, especially languages of Hungary's
European neighbors. On the other hand, Hungarian is a non-Indo-European language,
specifically the Ugric branch of the Finno-Ugric language family, whose roots extend to the
Ural Mountains of Northern Russia and possibly farther East. Two major languages said to
be related to Hungarian, but from the Finno branch, are Finnish and Estonian (Kiss 1).
Included in the Ugric branch, along with Hungarian, are languages that are spoken in Central
Russia, Vogul and Ostyak. However, Hungarian differs linguistically from even these
languages of the same family branch.
Because Hungarian is linguistically so distant from English, there not only are few
cognates, but many differences in grammar and sentence structure. For example, the word
order of Hungarian sentences is more flexible than the word order of English sentences.
English clauses and sentences usually begin with the subject, followed by the verb and then
the object or other material. For example, a neutral sentence in English might be "John
knows the girl." However, Hungarian sentences need not begin with the subject. They often
start with the object. The same neutral sentence in Hungarian, Janos ismeri a lanyt, (John
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knows the girl) could be written and spoken in the following ways: Janos a lanyt ismeri, A
lanyt Janos ismeri, or A lanyt ismeri Janos, with no change in meaning (Siptar 47).

Linguists defined English as an isolating language, in which words are isolated and
separate entities. Hungarian is described as an agglutinating language in which several
prefixes and suffixes are attached to the word. In English, every morpheme 1 of a given word
is likely to be a separate word. For example, the phrase "in our garden" is three separate
words in English. By comparison, in Hungarian, many morphemes are attached to the
beginning or to the end of the word. The same phrase "in our garden" is expressed in
Hungarian as a kertunkben, comprised of kert =garden+ unk =our+ ben =in (Richter 43).
To a musician's ear the essence of a language is found in song as well as in speech. In
her study of folk elements in Bart6k's music, Damjana Bratuz quotes the article
"Language and Music: Areas for Cooperation" by William Bright:
Languages display regular patterns of high-pitched and low-pitched
syllables, loud and soft syllables, long and short syllables; and different
languages give different emphases to these factors. Since patterns
involving these elements of pitch, dynamics and duration are also among
the basic elements of music, it is at least a reasonable hypothesis that there
may be some cultures in which features of spoken languages have played a
part in conditioning the musical patterns of song (27).
In Hungarian, these aforementioned high-pitched and low-pitched syllables are heard in the
high, or front, and low, or back, vowels, and in the execution of vowel harmony. According
to Peter Siptar in his book, The Phonology of Hungarian, there are fourteen pure vowels in
Hungarian. There are no diphthongs as occur in English. Categories of vowels are defined by
where and how they are made inside the mouth. The lowest vowel, "a", is a dark sound,

The American Heritage Dictionary defines morpheme as "a linguistic unit of relatively
stable meaning that cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts, as words such as man or
most, or word elements such as -ly or al as found in manly or almost.
1
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"aw", and feels back and deep in the mouth. Other low vowels include o, 6, u, and u. The
highest vowel, i, is formed in the front of the mouth and is pronounced "ee." Other high
vowels are e, o, 6,

u, and ii. The remaining vowels, a and e, between high and low, are

formed in the middle of the mouth. (See Appendix F) (Siptar 51-52).
Vowel harmony is the most widely discussed feature of Hungarian phonology. (Siptar
63). The rule of vowel harmony mandates that if a word contains a back vowel, then all
vowels in the suffixes must "agree in backness" (Siptar 63). Siptar goes on to say that there
are, of course, exceptions, but most of the time the statement holds true. Two examples that
he gives,per-du-les-etek-tol "from your twirling around," andfor-du-as-otok-t6l "from your
turning around," visually illustrate the rule of vowel harmony. Let the reader pronounce
deliberately and carefully these two examples, with the help of a native speaker. The
resulting physical sensations in the mouth are slightly different. Exceptions do occur, and
when the front and back vowels are mixed, the mouth works a bit more vigorously to
pronounce the word clearly.
Loud and soft syllables are the main features of stress and accentuation in language.
Bart6k described stress characteristics of the Hungarian language in his Harvard lectures
(1943). "As for accentuation, this is very simple: each word has its accent on the first vowel.
[or syllable]" (Essays 384). The English language places syllable stress on any syllable;
indeed the same word in English can have different meanings depending on where the accent
falls to wit: re- cord and re-cord. A graphic representation of two similar words from each
language appears below: "automatic" in English versus automatikus in Hungarian:

au-

to-

mat-

versus

lC

au-

to-

ma-

ti-

There is a strong sense of falling away in Hungarian (Richter 31 ).
In the same Harvard lecture referred to above, Bart6k explained another important
feature of the Hungarian language: long and short vowels, and how these vowels affect the
actual length of a syllable:
The discrimination in the pronunciation of the two kinds is very marked,
very distinct, especially in emphatic speech; the long vowels have
approximately double the length of the short ones.
(Essays 384)
If a long vowel occurs on the first syllable of a word, it is naturally stressed. However, if a
long vowel occurs on an unstressed syllable, an agogic accent results, one that "is effected
not by dynamic stress or by higher pitch, but by longer duration" (Apel 24). According to the
Therefore a short stressed syllable and long unstressed syllable combine to create the
characteristic Hungarian rhythm

D

r.

. For example, the word miert "why" is comprised

of two syllables, in which the second syllable has a long vowel e. Because first syllable is
short and stressed, and the second syllable is twice as long and unstressed, the entire word
can be conceived as mi+ert----. Other combinations of stressed and unstressed syllables
create a free and flexible syllabic rhythm in the language that directly influences folk-song
melody.
A consequence of the first-syllable stress in Hungarian compared to the variable
syllable stress in English is the absence of an anacrusis or up-beat. The pattern of an
unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable produces the iambic poetic foot that is so
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characteristic of much English poetry. A example from a poem of Emily Dickinson clearly
shows the galloping momentum of this stress pattern:
I like to see it l@the Miles and lick the Val-leys :im..2
The force and momentum of anacrusis rhythm moving toward the downbeat, or stressed
syllable, is musically very powerful, and is second nature to English speakers. If the stress
pattern is reversed, as would be the case with first-syllable stress in Hungarian, a humorously
contorted but informative result occurs: I like to see ti lap the miles and lick the val-� up. 3
Hungarian is also rich in consonants. Sources list twenty-four consonants, some of
which are not used in English (See Appendix F) (Siptar 18). Banhidi, J6kay and Szabo state
that consonants
can be both long and short... The long consonants are pronounced two or
three times longer than the short ones. Although the double consonants in
English (sitting, happy, fuss) indicate only that shortness of the preceding
vowel, since in pronunciation they are themselves short, the formation of
the Hungarian double consonant begins in the preceding syllable and
finishes in the following one, eg. ep-pen Uust), eb-ben (in this), and ket
to (two) (Banhidi 23).4
Another feature of Hungarian consonants are two sharp sounding consonants, t and
k, that occur in abundance in verb conjugations and noun declensions, and
contribute to the percussive, syllabic sound of Hungarian to the English ear.
The effect of the accumulation of first-syllable stress, high and low vowels, long and
short vowels and consonants, numerous agglutinative prefixes and suffixes that are added

2

Poem No. 585, c. 1862, st. 1 Bartlett's Familiar Quotations
The first syllable stress rule in Hungarian is so foreign to English speakers, that this author
was forcing her head down in order to stress the correct syllables and therefore not stress
other syllables in the word.
4
Siptar disagrees but acknowledges that consonant pairs (i.e. long consonants) "occur
superficially" and are clusters that are caused by various "assimilation rules" that are too
detailed for discussion here (19).
3
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onto words, the absence of Indo-European cognates, and a somewhat free word order, is one
of a very foreign language indeed, a language that Bratu.z terms "alien" (Pippa 3). The
question remains as to whether or not a non-Hungarian can appropriately understand and
play Bart6k's music. Bart6k himself was aware that the Hungarian language, being so
different from other European languages, was an obstacle for performers. But nonetheless, he
believed that his music could be played with understanding and sensitivity (Fischer, Piano
Music 101).
Laszlo Hunyadi, Chairman of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
at the University of Debrecen, Hungary, outlines the principles of the metrical theory of stress
in his book Hungarian Sentence Prosody and Universal Grammar, The theory was first
developed in the 1970s by Philip Lieberman, who developed a hierarchical representation, or
"metrical tree," that "captures the hierarchical nature of stress in a representation of its own"
(Kager 368). The tree is a binary branching structure of strong and weak syllables that
alternate in regular patterns (Kager 368). Beginning with one word and then expanding to
phrases and sentences, the application of the basic rules of the metrical stress theory shows
how the prosody/rhythm of the language can be diagrammed and understood in either the
phrase or the sentence. The basic rules are:
•

For study purposes, the sentences will be considered neutral declarations. No
emotional emphasis will be assigned to one word over another from a speech
perspective. If the melody enhances a given word, it will be discussed
specifically.

•

Hungarian words are always accented on the first syllable.
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•

Words link together to form phrases. Phrases, in turn, contain patterns ofprimary and
secondary stress. When the stress pattern extends over a longer unit, such as a phrase
or a sentence, the stress on some individual words will be reduced.

· •

Spoken language falls into patterns of stressed and unstressed syllables with a natural
tendency for even spacing between stresses. Multiple stresses give an impression of
rhythm (Hunyadi 83).

In the analyses, stressed syllables will be underlined.
According to Bratuz, "the correct interpretation ofBart6k's rhythms depends on the
proper understanding ofrhythmic articulation in general" (Bratuz 129) which, in turn, will
lead the performer in the right direction. Even a briefacquaintance with Hungarian in
conjunction with Bart6k's detailed articulation marks will stimulate insights and help to
inform interpretive decisions by performers ofBart6k's music. Walter Piston wrote that an
"open-minded appraisal ofthe rhythmic values ofeach musical phrase" will increase our
appreciation ofthe subtleties ofrhythm (quoted in Bratuz, from Piston, Harmony 41).

1?.

Introduction to Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs

Folk Song Classes

Bart6k collected folksongs with the discipline and thoroughness of a scientist. He
did not allow subjective opinion to cause him to overlook a song that he might judge not
likeable or useable. In his essay "Hungarian Folk Music," written in 1929, Bart6k wrote,
"all melodies still in circulation should be collected, regardless of their artistic attributes."
(Essays 4) As Bart6k collected folk songs, he quickly discovered the need for a catalogue
system. He and Zoltan Kodaly (18 82-1967) agreed on a modification of the system used by
a Finnish folklorist, Ilmari Krohn (HFM 6). Criteria for classifying folk songs in Krohn's
system included
•

The number of lines in the song.

•

The number of syllables in each line.

•

The height of the final note of the various tune lines, termed cadence notes

•

The compass (or range) of the melody.

Each of the categories listed above contains subcategories that accommodate the specific
characteristics of a given folk song. Bart6k sought to determine the age and stages of
evolution in folk songs as well (HFM 6-10). When Bart6k had noted all of the features of a
folk song, he realized that
"we may divide the whole of the available Hungarian peasant music into
three main groups: Class A (or) tunes in the old style, Class B (or) tunes
in the new style, and Class C ( or) tunes that belong to neither style and
represent a mixed, heterogeneous style (HFM 11). 1

1

For more complete details, the reader should peruse Bart6k's Hungarian Folk Music,
Introduction and Sections A, B, and C pages 1-81.

This system is still in place today.
Four of the six folk songs that are discussed in this paper are Class A songs, and the
other two songs are Class C. Both categories will be explained in more detail. The songs of
Class B, or new-style songs, were in vogue when Bart6k was actively collecting. He
surmised that old-style songs were transformed by outside musical influences beginning in
the second half of the nineteenth century, and he was fearful that this new style was forcing
the older style into extinction. Main features of Class B folk songs include:
•

Tempo giusto style.

•

Architectonic rounded forms in which the first and last phrase is the same.

•

Transposed phrases to the 5th degree, which generate song forms
such as A AsB A or A As As A (HFM 42).

•

Phrases with varying numbers of syllables.

•

A wider variety of scales and modes (Essays 65-66).
When Bart6k selected songs to inspire his own compositions, he did show his

preferences; he did have favorites. According to Vera Lampert, Bart6k usually selected
songs that he felt were attractive, polished, and clear representations of a folk-song type,
which he categorized as Class A, B, or C. Bart6k was attracted to atypical melodies with
"performance quirks" (Lampert, Choice 402). From 1907 on, more often than not Bart6k,
selected songs from the ancient style, Class A (Lampert, Choice 405). The songs Bart6k
selected for compositions were also the songs he used as examples in his writings. In the
Essay, "Hungarian Peasant Music" (1933), Bart6k wrote:

14

Melodies in the ancient style are, as music, of far greater value. Their
formal differentiation in every aspect, from the ordinary forms of
Western Europe, their sublime simplicity, the exotic features of their
melodic lines, all bring them much closer to the soul of the musician in
search of 'novelty' (Essays 102).
Indeed, nine of the songs in the entire set of 15 Hungarian Peasant Songs are
Class A, old-style songs.

Composition Dates

The fifteen folk-song arrangements that constitute the published set are selections
from a larger collection of twenty-four arrangements that Bart6k had composed by 1914 as
an organized and ordered set ready for publication. The outbreak of World War I delayed
the project. He had employed an over-arching form with the songs separated into distinct
groups: four "Old Tunes", two contrasting pieces, and nine "Dance Tunes" (Somfai 191).
Janos Karpati in his essay, "Piano Works of the War Years," explains:
Bart6k preferred to have a superstructure of larger units rather than a series
of minute units of equal importance. Indeed he never concealed these
groupings. In the published Universal Edition score of 1920, the first four
pieces were published as "Four Old Laments", the fifth as "Scherzo" the
sixth as "Ballade (tema con variationi)" and remaining nine under the title
'Old Dance Tunes'. Thus the entire series outlines the structure of the
Classical four-movement sonata, in which the moderato first movement (14) is followed by Scherzo (5), slow movement (6) and concluding, quick
finale (7-15) (Karpati 155).
However, in 1918, Bart6k had collected additional folksongs and had arranged eight of
them over the summer. He was especially pleased with three of these newer arrangements,
and replaced three existing tunes in the set, nos. 1, 5, and 6, with the newer compositions.
The dating of the set, 1914-1918, reflects the two separate years of composition. Thus in
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1918, Bart6k finalized the overall formal scheme and content as it stands today. Bart6k's
harmonic style was more advanced in 1918 than in 1914, and the difference between the
harmonic language of the earlier arrangements and the later ones is evident. However,
Somfai asserts "Bart6k considered the quality of music more important than uniformity of
style (Somfai 191).

Specific Characteristics of Class A Folk Songs

Hungarian folk songs in the old style, Class A, are separated into two subcategories:
parlando-rubato and tempo giusto. As the term suggests, parlando-rubato has a relaxed
tempo and closely follows the rhythm of the words, much like Gregorian chant or recitative.
The singer has the freedom to prolong, emphasize, or accelerate through the phrase and its
details as sentiment inspires and the word rhythm allows. No two performances of the same
song, even by the same singer, will be the same (Bart6k, HFM 15).
The opposite is true of old style songs in the tempo giusto style. These songs are in
stricter rhythm and at a faster tempo. The consistency of the rhythm reflects regular body
motions found in work or dance, but Bart6k could not be sure if these songs were originally
dance tunes or not.
. .it is fairly difficult to determine whether every tune which is in tempo
giusto rhythm, but other wise similar to the parlando-rubato tunes in the
old style, is a dance tune or not. Not a single trace of the old dances
themselves remained at the beginning of this century: so that the
question cannot be answered except on the strength of indications
contained in the texts. And very few of the tempo giusto tunes have texts
referring to dancing... Except in rhythm, they do not differ from the
parlando-rubato tunes (Bart6k, HFM 16).

16

Bart6k was also unsure ofwhich style came first. Two possibilities are offered; either the
first parlando-rubato song rhythm hardened into stricter dance rhythms, or the regular
rhythm ofmotion or dance relaxed into rhythm that adapted more to the spoken text
(Bart6k, HFM 9). Therefore, the two subcategories are not mutually exclusive. Adjustable
tempo giusto and hardenedparlando-rubato represent a middle ground folk-song style
(Bratuz, Folk 51-52).

The Parlando-rubato Style

Bart6k studied the rhythm ofparlando-rubato songs in great detail. He collected
and examined thousands of songs and notated the melody and rhythm as precisely as he
could. The variety and subtlety ofthe songs deeply fascinated him. He found no rules that
applied consistently to parlando-rubato performances. For study purposes, a line oftext
(syllables) would be notated with even eighth notes, but certainly not performed in a
rhythmically even way. In his book, Hungarian Folk Music, Bart6k wrote
lnparlando-rubato performance the quavers ofthe original schema are
often lengthened or shortened, reasonably and, at times, unreasonably.
This method of performance has all the characters ofextemporization ....
It should be emphasized that the changes in values do not depend upon
the length, natural or positional, ofthe syllables sung" (14-15).
This statement may appear to contradict the central premise ofthis document, that
knowledge ofthe language and text will influence the performance ofparlando-rubato
folk-song settings for piano. The purpose oflearning the words and their meaning of
pertinent folk songs is so that the performer can sing them internally while playing them at
the piano. Bratuz points out that "Bart6k never allowed his son and pupil, Peter, to play
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anything that he had not learned to sing first. The inner ear decides all"(Bratuz, Pippa 4).
Bart6k's comment that the changes in rhythm are both "reasonable and, at times,
unreasonable" actually reinforces the essence of parlando-rubato, that is, its spontaneity
and variety. Permission is therefore granted to the performer to freely play the internalized
folk song. But, one can only be free and flexible in a meaningful way if one knows
something about the language.
The parlando-rubato style can be further defined as "full of smaller and bigger
accelerandos... of a constant fluctuation of the tempo ... with emphatic accents, altogether a
constant rubato which cannot be written down in the music" (quoted in Bratuz, Veress,
Bluebeard's Castle, 53). Bart6k did, however, find some common practices inparlando
rubato performance:
•

The first phrase of the folk song would usually begin quickly. The tempo of the
song would then relax somewhat as the song proceeded.

•

The beginning rhythm of the first phrase would seldom change.

•

The beginning line rhythm of subsequent phrases would sometimes be altered,
depending on where the song originated.

•

The ending one or two notes of a phrase would often be prolonged from two even
eighth notes into the characteristic Hungarian dotted rhythm

D r.

or

r

I

more frequently at the end of the first and third phrases. This formulaic rhythm
often became a permanent fixture of a song.
•

The endings of the second and fourth phrases would also be altered from two eighth
notes to a variety of cadence figures.

•

Even if the same singer repeats a tune, it will be different, "sometimes
considerably" (Bart6k HFM 14-15).
Questions concerning the text and its relationship to a specific melody arise

especially because many folk-song melodies have been documented with several different
texts. In Dialect Regions I, II, and III, (see Appendix E) which comprise the areas west of
modern Romania, a "tune is generally bound to a particular text," especially for ballads
(Bart6k, HFM 36). However, at the time Bart6k was collecting Romanian peasant music, he
discovered many songs that were very similar to each other in rhythm and strophic
structure. He questioned whether or not one text could be bound to one song when the song
melodies were almost indistinguishable from each other. To him, that connection was
psychologically impossible and thus concluded "in Romanian peasant music any text, epic
or lyric, consisting of eight- syllable lines may be sung to any tune of the eight-syllable
type" (HFM 36). Hymn tunes and texts in a Protestant hymnal are interchangeable in the
same way. He concluded that a similar condition existed with Hungarian folk songs from
Dialect Region IV, the area now in modem Romania.
Again, the purpose of this study is to examine the features of the Hungarian
language in a folk-song text and to suggest how sensitivity to the language affects
performance. Regardless of the text that the pianist is singing internally, the rhythm and
sound of those words will shape the playing of the folk-song melody.

1()

Categories of Arrangements

Bart6k stated many times that he wanted to bring folk music to the level of art
music. He realized that this goal could only be achieved by knowledge and creativity. In his
writings he clearly describes with beautiful imagery and strong wording how precious the
folk songs are, and how difficult it is to arrange a folk song properly. "It is the form into
which we mold it [the folk song] that makes the essence of our work" (Essays 346). In a
lecture he presented at Columbia University in 1941, Bart6k outlined three levels or degrees
of arrangements for folk songs. In the first category, the folk song is the most prominent
feature. The melody is clearly presented and the accompaniment, including prelude,
interlude, and postlude, simply harmonize the melody much like "the mounting of a jewel"
(Essays 351). Examples of this type of arrangement are found more frequently in earlier
works, including For Children, Three Hungarian Folk Tunes, and Romanian Folk Dances.
The second category places the folk-song melody and accompaniment as equals. The
accompaniment is rhythmically and texturally more elaborate, and the harmony more
dissonant and unusual. Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs fits into this category (Nissman
89). In the third category, the folk song serves as an inspirational motto. The
accompaniment is strong and interesting enough to stand on its own. Karpati places the
"Ballade" Angoli Borba/a into this category as is discussed below. Bart6k himself claimed
that the Improvisations, Op. 20 are examples of transcriptions in which "I reached the
extreme limit in adding the most daring accompaniments to simple folk tunes" (Essays
375). In an earlier essay, Bart6k elaborated further and described a composed imitation of a
folk-song melody as thematic material for an original composition (Essays 343). Perhaps
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the most famous example of this level of transcription is "Evening in Transylvania" from
Ten Easy Pieces. The listener is easily deceived by the beautiful setting,believing this
original, composed melody to be a genuine folk song.
Regardless of the complexities of the harmony, texture, and accompaniment in the
arrangement,the folk-song melody must be paramount. Bart6k described in many of his
essays the delicacy involved in harmonizing a folk-song melody. He wrote most clearly in
the essay, "The Influence of Peasant Music on Modern Music":
It may sound odd,but I do not hesitate to say: the simpler the melody the
more complex and strange may be the harmonization and accompaniment
that go well with it .... These primitive melodies moreover,show no trace
of the stereotyped joining of triads. That again means greater freedom for
us in the treatment of the melody. It allows us to bring out the melody
most clearly by building round it harmonies of the widest range varying
along different key notes (342).
Bart6k continues by briefly listing a few harmonic devices that can be used. For example,a
consonant seventh chord derived from
" .... our folk melodies of a pentatonic character,(in which) the seventh
appears as an interval of equal importance with the third and fifth. We so
often heard these intervals as of equal value in the succession that
nothing was more natural than that we should try to make them sound of
equal importance when used simultaneously (342,371).
Antokoletz outlines other interesting harmonic concepts that originate from pentatonic
melody, such as quartal chords that reflect the presence of the perfect 4 th interval in the
melody, and parallel chordal harmony. A more complete explanation of harmonization
techniques is outside the purview of this document; however, interesting features of the
harmony and accompaniment will be illustrated specifically in each of the examples
discussed below.
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One key to understanding how melody and text relate to each other in Bart6k's
folk-song settings is the study ofBart6k's articulation markings in a given piece. When he
edited the Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach in 1916, Bart6k provided an annotated list of
editing markings (See Appendix B). These markings are used extensively in the selections
to be discussed below. For example, the portamento (portato) symbol "whereby the tones
must be permitted to sound almost up to half the note value in conjunction with a certain
special coloring" (Fischer, Piano Music 96). One marking, the marcato ("), should be
played as an "accentuation still forceful enough" and less than sforzando (Fischer, Piano
Music 96). This marking, in particular, could be misinterpreted and the accent played too
strongly. However, Bart6k's attention to detail is counterbalanced by his openness to
differences in a musician's individual temperament and style. Antal Dorati maintains that
Bart6k was very liberal in this regard, trusting musicians' honorable intentions to glean the
important concepts from a score and to employ appropriate musicality (Garst 15). Just as
two performances of a peasant song were never exactly the same, no two performances of
Bart6k's own playing were the same. Even though there are many precise markings in the
score, Bart6k departed from the notation, especially during improvisation, and allowed
departures by other pianists (Garst 15). The discussion below will examine these two
intentions.
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Meg kotom /ova.mot
"I tie up my horse"

Bart6k collected this folk song in the summer of 1918. In a letter to a friend,
Professor Janos Bu�itia, Bart6k described a two-week visit with Baron Kohner in the Pest
Pilis-Solt-Kiskun District (See Appendix E). Even though there was more luxury and leisure
time than Bart6k was accustomed to, he writes that
I spent most of my time in the laundry room, of course; I collected lots
of songs from the washerwomen, looking on as they ironed all the frilled
shirts, lace petticoats and drawers. I can vouch for the quality of the
family's underwear, too! (Demeny, Letters 141).
Two of the servant girls, Doboczy Bematne and Petto Pana, provided Bart6k with many
songs.
The first of the four old-style tunes, Meg kotom lovamot "I tie my horse", is a Class A
song whose defining criteria are:
•

A pentatonic melody with characteristic pentatonic melodic turns.

•

A main caesura on step 5 of the pentatonic scale (found frequently in Region III,

where this song was collected).
•

Different melodic content in each of the four phrases, a formal scheme of ABCD.

•

A predominantly descending melodic contour.

•

Phrases consisting of the same number of syllables (isometric); in this song there are

six syllables per line.
•

A parlando-rubato style of performance.

Two unusual features of this song suggest why it might have attracted Bart6k's attention.
First, the second phrase begins with the highest note in the song, which is an unusual addition
to the minor pentatonic scale (la-ti-do-re-mi-sol-la). This note occurs only once. Second, the

phrases do not have the same rhythm, a feature typical in old style tunes with six syllables
(Bart6k HFM 26).
As mentioned above, this song has four lines of text, each containing six syllables. If
one applies alternate stress at the syllabic layer, meg kot- om lo- w:im- ot "I tie my horse,"
obvious deviations from a primary rule of Hungarian pronunciation, the rule of first syllable
accent for every word, occur. Hunyadi informs us in his book, Hungarian Sentence Prosody
and Universal Grammar, that when such exceptions occur, they are attenuated or reduced at
the next phrasal layer, a process called "stress reduction" (Hunyadi 71), to wit: (s=strong, w
= weak syllables)
syllable layer:

meg
s

phrase layer:

s

kotw

om
s

lo- vcimw
s

ot
w

V V V
w

s

At this phrase layer, a more accurate picture of how the sentence would sound in Hungarian
speech can be seen. As discussed previously, long vowels, such as in the syllable -vcim
receive a different kind of accent, an agogic accent. Agogic accents are quantitiative; they are
based on the length of the syllable, not the strength (loudness or stress) of the syllable.
Within the short sentence, the agogic accent is more like a secondary stress. The notation of a
strong syllable, (s), under a normally unstressed syllable also makes sense if the reader
recalls Bart6k's remark that inparlando-rubato performance, changes are made "reasonably
and at times unreasonably" (Bart6k HFM 14). In the stress reduction represented in the
phrase layer, a balance between correct stress and the syllabic nature of the Hungarian
language is achieved. If the melody and the text are put together, one can see how certain
markings in the manuscript and score support this conclusion.
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J= 80-70

syllable layer:

phrase layer:

J

J J

� -

ko

]

- tom

lo

vv
w

s

vam : ot

w

s

s

Bart6k placed a marcato (A) marking over the melodic note that corresponds to the syllable vam-, where the preceding notes are written with tenuto marks that indicate "delicate

emphasis" (Fischer, Piano Music 96). The upward leap of a fourth also highlights this
syllable, and care is needed not to overly accentuate it. From the folk-song manuscript,
(Institute), a fermata found above the final syllable -ot of the phrase is transformed into a
more precisely notated rhythm of dotted quarter tied to half note indicating less stress
compared to the note before it.
In the second phrase, an analysis of stress at the syllable layer reveals the
following: szo- mo- ru-fuz Jg- hoz "to a weeping willow tree," literally "a sad willow
tree." Again, one misplaced stress occurs on the syllable -ru-. However, at the phrase
layer of stress reduction, the phrase smoothes out appropriately:

phrase layer:

r

vv

Szo

syllable layer:

0 E

s

s

=

mo - ru

w

s

w

ftiz

w

A

11 � J.
fa

s

s
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w

In this phrase layer, the accent on the second word falls correctly on the first syllable -fa-.
There is no question that the syllable -szo- should receive stress because the melody
emphasizes the syllable with the highest note in the folksong, e", to which Bart6k had added
the marcato marking (A) for the pianist, as well as a crescendo to it. In the manuscript, there
is a fermata above this note. The next three notes carry tenuto markings again for subtle
emphasis. On the new wordfa-hoz, the first syllable is stressed in the language, and the note
c" which corresponds to this word in the phrase is marked with a marcato (I\). The last note
of the phrase, a', corresponds to an unstressed, weak syllable. The marking above this note,
(A), is either an "unreasonable" change in a note value (Bart6k HFM 14), or an indication that
the pianist should strike the note strongly enough in order that it sustains through the three
chords that accompany the melody in these mm. 5-6. I believe the latter is the case.
In the third phrase, stress patterns resemble the previous two phrases in both the
syllable and phrase layers,
syllable layer:

phrase layer:

vvv
les

s

hajw

tom
s

fej- emw
s

w

et
w

"I bowed my head"

s

but inappropriate syllable stress remains with the second syllable of fe-jem-et
"my head" receiving stress. If stress reduction is extended one more layer, then a
longer phrase with correct speech stress is realized:
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There is no articulation mark above the first syllable of this phrase, however the melodic high
note without an accompaniment of chords implies enough stress. The remaining five notes of
the phrase have the typical markings for parlando-rubato, i.e., tenuto above each note.
Phrases three and four are rhythmically linked. There is no break in the rhythm, and a singer
would naturally sing the two phrases in one breath. Bart6k adds a crescendo in m. 8 and a
decrescendo in m. 9 to indicate that the two phrases should be shaped as one longer phrase.
The stress pattern in phrase three is duplicated in phrase four, ket elso labahoz "toward the
horse's two front legs." The combined phrases would branch as seen below:
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The first syllable of the fourth phrase is played the same way as those which share the same
marking, (--) in the third phrase, and the slur over the next three notes, with no other
articulation mark, indicates legato. The final two half notes ending the phrase are both
marked("). This marking indicates that the pianist should strike the note strongly enough so
that the melody carries throughout the accompanying chords and diminuendo(as was the
case in mm. 5 -6 mentioned above.)
The second verse of the folk song begins at m. 13. The pattern of stress repeats
1
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and the articulation markings are the same as in the first phrase.
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A

syllable layer:

A
s

phrase layer:

s
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w

A
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The second phrase of verse 2, "onto my love's lap," has another agogic accent on le. For this
phrase, Bart6k reversed the markings from the second phrase of the first verse. Instead of the
tenuto markings over each note, Bart6k has placed the marcato ("') over the agogic accented

syllable, one sees a tenuto (--). The reversed markings are a reminder that variation is central
to the parlando-rubato style.
The final two phrases are, again, rhythmically linked-" I shed tears onto her flowery
apron."
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The articulation markings are slightly different from those of the previous verse. A long note
value without a marking is stress enough for the first syllable. Tenuta markings
for unstressed syllables -aj-tom are appropriate for the language. Appearing for the first time
are two slur markings that cross bar lines (mm. 20-21 and mm. 21-22). These slurs actually
support the stress pattern toward the first syllable R6- of R6zsas, and direct the motion
toward the agogic accent on -nye- of kotenyebe. They are also a signal to the performer to
phrase the melody slightly differently from the corresponding phrase in verse one. The
pianist should compare mm. 8-11 with mm. 20-23 to make musical decisions. The markings
on the two final syllables, -nye -be also differ from the first verse. Here weaker accent marks
(> >) are indicated.
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At the beginning of the piece, Bart6k gives two clues about the appropriate style of
performance. The Rubato marking and a variable tempo indication, J = ca. 80-70 (note that
the numbers are in descending order), inform the pianist that the song is to begin at a faster
tempo and then relax (Bart6k, HFM 15). Peasant singers would often sing these songs this
way. Bart6k stated that generally, no time signature is given for parlando-rubato tunes
(Bart6k, HFM 195). Therefore, if the melody were notated without bar lines for study
purposes, one can get a clearer picture of the parlando-rubato patterns of language stress in
the phrases. Bart6k reveals through his articulation markings some secrets of the Hungarian
language and where the sentences of text lie behind the melody.
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Bratuz points out that Bart6k also imitates instrumental colors in his piano music
(Folk 118). The rolled chords in the accompaniment clearly reflect the sound and color of a
cimbalom. One rolled chord in m. 19 especially evokes the instrument because Bart6k writes

out a specific rhythm that imitates an explosive roll commonly used by cimbalom players.
The pianist can easily imitate the cimbalom's hammering at the piano.
Bart6k made coloristic choices in the chords accompanying the folk melody.
Dissonant chords with suspensions resolve to more consonant chords throughout the piece
(See m. 4 or mm. 17-18). The final three chords create a classic Bart6k squeeze cadence as
the inner voices of the chords move in a subtle way to the final open consonant fifths adding
to the "postlude effect" of the fourth phrase that Bratu.z noted in Bart6k's own playing
(Pippa 5).
The dynamics also help the performer to render the parlando-rubato practice of
starting more quickly and relaxing the tempo as the melody descends (Bart6k HFM 15). At
the onset the dynamic isforte. A crescendo propels the line to the second phrase. The third
phrase relaxes dynamically to meno f(orte), and the fourth phrase begins with m/and
concludes with a diminuendo. The second verse repeats the same dynamics and internal
cresendol diminuendo markings, however the entire piece finishes with a longer five-measure
diminuendo beginning at m. 22 with p and ending at m. 26 with pp. If the pianist attends to
the variations in articulation among the phrases and verse repetition with an understanding of
the language's stresses and weaker syllables, the parlando-rubato style can be more
accurately captured.
The pianist should also communicate the overall formal scheme of the folk song,
ABCD. In his essay "Hungarian Peasant Music" (1933) Bart6k explains:
Corresponding to the four-line stanza, the melodies divide into four
sections or phrases, these four phrases differing one from the other in
melodic content. These melodies, therefore do not exhibit a constructive
architectonic form (like, for instance the short song-form). The first and
second melodic phrases, on the one side, and the third and fourth on the
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other, are in closer connection, so that after the second melodic phrase a
main caesura separates the melody into two principal parts (85-86).
Bratuz elaborates further when describing Bart6k' s own playing of folk songs in the
Improvisations:
In the five Improvisations performed by Bart6k, there is first of all a clear
rendering of the four�line structure of the tune. The different tensions
created by each line play one upon the other; the highest degree of
intensity converges onto the third line, which is separated from the
preceding one by a slight caesura, notated by Bart6k in his original
transcriptions by an apostrophe (Pippa 5).
Therefore, an understanding of the form combines with the stylistic practice of a brisk
beginning that relaxes as the song proceeds, and a melodic curve that descends, providing the
pianist with much to think about. Fortunately, Bart6k provides us information.
Unfortunately, the vocal recording of this song found in the Hungarian Institute for
Musicology is the folk tune set to a different text. The sound quality is not clear, but the
listener is still able to discern characteristics of the parlando-rubato style. The cumulative
knowledge gained from Bart6k' s articulation markings, dynamic markings, and
accompaniment, combined with the recording now renders a more complete picture of this
folk song than may have been apparent before analysis and study. With some added insight
into precise features of the Hungarian language, a more informed and idiomatic performance
can be achieved.

Kit virdgot rozsdm adott
"My my rose (sweetheart) gave me two flowers"

Bart6k collected the second folksong arrangement in Fifteen Hungarian Peasant
Songs, Kit viragot r6zsam adott, "My sweetheart (literally, 'my rose') gave me two

flowers," by from the Maros-Torda district in Romania in 1914 (See Appendix E).
Bart6k composed the arrangement in 1914 as one of the original settings in the collection.
It is an old-style, Class C song in the tempo giusto style and provides interesting contrasts
to the opening song. Class C songs, "a special class (which I call the miscellaneous)"
(Bart6k, HFM 53), have features that distinguish them from Class A songs. Class C
songs might contain an unusual formal structure or a non-pentatonic scale, such as modes
or scales with an augmented second interval, or even chromatic alterations (Bart6k, HFM
53-55). The features of this song, not found in Class A songs, include:
•

A changing (heterometric) syllable count, 8 + 8 + 4.

•

A short refrain "Jaj, Jaj Jaj jaj."

Otherwise, the song shares characteristics of Class A songs:
•

Another typical form of old style tunes, ABB'C, in which the middle two phrases
have similar content, but the first and final phrases do not match (Bart6k HFM
21).

•

A predominant melodic curve that descends.

•

The melody that is derived from the minor pentaton with secondary passing
tones on step 2 of the scale which fall on weak beats.
Old-style tempo giusto tunes are based on regular movement of work or dance

rhythms. As mentioned earlier, Bart6k was not sure if old-style tempo giusto songs, such

as this one, were originally parlando-rubato songs that "have hardened into tempo
giusto" or not (Bart6k HFM 13 ). An original vocal recording of this song is available in

the database of the Hungarian Folksong Archive. The recording is enormously
informative. The singer is an older woman whose voice and diction are quite clear. One
can hear the differences in both syllabic stress and length. Stress patterns illustrated
below, phrase by phrase, can be heard easily on the recording:
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A small deviation from normal first-syllable stress occurs only on the syllable -hagy- in
line 2, but it is not disruptive because of the prevailing strict rhythm. The four syllables of
the refrain are stressed in an interesting manner. The first Jaj is longer and stronger than
the remaining three, which fall away very quickly on the recording. The pianist should
play a decrescendo on theJaj notes in mm. 14, 32, and 38.
The opening tempo marking, Andante

l = 80, informs the pianist that this

selection should move at a brisk pace. However, at m. 9, where the folk melody begins,
Bart6k indicates a slower tempo,

l = 66, and a change of character, espressivo.

According to Marilyn Garst, who analyzed the recordings ofBart6k playing his own
music, poco sostenuto signals a sudden decrease in tempo and an opportunity for light
rubato playing (16). The pianist should take advantage of this opportunity and play a bit

more flexibly.
The opening time signature, 6/8, is also rare. A triple subdivision of the beat is not
found in most Hungarian folk music. It is a clue that Austro-German music has directly
influenced the song (Bratuz, Folk 68). Here the pianist should be careful not to feel the
melody in a singsong manner influenced by English speech patterns in iambic feet. The

peasant recording does not have the lilting feeling that the 6/8 meter implies to non
Hungarian speakers. Furthermore, at the bottom of the rather messy manuscript, one can
see Bart6k's revisions of certain measures, which inclicate that a more complex melodic
rhythm was present in the peasant performance. Bratuz helps us understand another
important concept that is critical for playing this folk song:
It is important to remember that in Hungarian folk music, the
rhythmic properties are quantitative, determined by duration (long
. short) and not qualitative, determined by intensity (strong, weak). In
the English language, stress is more important than length and meters
are based on stress patterns. In Hungarian tunes, therefore, J J
corresponds to two long syllables, and not, as it is commonly rendered
in the West, to a strong and a weak beat; J:J J
corresponds to two short and one long syllable (Bratu.z, Folk 115).
If the performer removes the bar lines of this melody and studies the rhythm purely on
the long and short syllables of words without any feeling of stress or syncopation, a
different performance results, with a new understanding of the folk song. The markings
above the music indicate"' for short syllables and - for long
syllables.
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The pianist can now play the melody with gentle syllabic accents and should be careful to
not syncopate and to not stress the fourth beat of any measure.

There is all the mme reason to investigate the language in folk-song text in this
song because there are far fewer editorial markings in this arrangement than in the first
arrangement. The slur over two sixteenth notes in m_. _ l O is important. Bart6k uses a slur
to indicate a syllable of the text, and this slur covers a short melisma that lengthens the
syllable -zsam-" ofr6-zsam. A staccato marking is found on the second note of the
slurred pairs in m. 10, and also in mm. 16, 28, and 34. These combined markings, the slur
and the staccato, give the performer information abouf the syllable-note relationship. If a
syllable receives two notes or more in the melody, Bart6k writes a slur over the two (or
more) notes. The slurred notes should not be connected in a legato manner with the
following note, but should be detached in the same way that two words naturally
separate.
In m. 13, the slur indicates that several notes belong to only one syllable Jaj.
Here, Bart6k has spelled out a vocal ornament, which requires special attention. Bratuz
again explains:
In Western music, small values generally lead toward the next long
value (iambic meter). In Hungarian music, the characteristic stress on
the first syllable prevents the small values from becoming an up-beat
to the next measure (Bratuz Folk 127).
Therefore, "ornaments... belong to the preceding note and do not lead toward the next
down-beat, from which they should be separated" (Bratuz, Folk 112-113).
V

!
J
J
J
03)
,,
Notice that in mm. 13 and 19 Bart6k added a staccato marking to the last note of the
slurred group, one more indication to separate the ornament from the following note.
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Thus, Bratuz resolves another problem that confronts Western pianists faced with the
Hungarian language and folk music. The pianist must very consciously resist the impulse
to connect the ornament to the following note. Instead, the first note of m. 14 and m. 20
should be articulated anew without being overly contrived. It is helpful to practice the
melody without the ornament, so that the rhythm of the words can be more readily felt.
Then the ornament can be re-inserted and the desired articulation achieved.
This arrangement of Kit viragot r6zsam adott fits the second category of Bart6k
folksong settings. The accompaniment harmonizes the melody in a straightforward
manner, but the accompaniment also provides an introduction, interlude, and postlude
with a coda to frame two repetitions of the tune. Soft consonant chords built from notes
of the minor pentaton are to be played senza colore and should almost disappear
(calando) at m. 8. The chords set a sad mood, presenting a challenge when played at the
brisk tempo. Janos Karpati senses a composed folk-song melody in the upper notes of the
introduction and asserts that Bart6k often combined real folksong and imitation folksong
melodies in the same piece (Karpati 153).
The first presentation of the folk song at m. 8 is marked mf espressivo and should
be gently shaped and colored as Bart6k indicates with pedaling (sempre Ped.), and the
crescendo and diminuendo markings of mm. 11-14 and 17-18. The balance of phrases
around main caesura guide the pianist to render the ABB'C form of the song. The subtle
differences between the B and the C phrases ( "Jaj" chorus) are important for the listener
to perceive in the performance. Also note that the opening tempo and material from the
introduction reappear at m. 21 as an abbreviated interlude before the second presentation
of the folksong at m. 27.

In m. 27, Bart6k indicates that a change of tempo and character is desired as in
m.9. The melody is now played in octaves by the left hand and the accompaniment
chords above the melody are more dissonant. The sad tone of the opening is slowly
focusing on the cause, one woman, and the mood is turning to one of anger. The upper
voice of the accompaniment chords should be brought out as it chromatically ascends in
mm. 33- 37. When combined with a crescendo at mm. 35-36, these chords create tension
with the melody. "She should be beaten by the Lord of Heaven!" The release of the
tension at m. 38 feels like deflated defeat as the folk-song refrain Jaj, Jaj, Jaj, Jaj is
played with finality. This psychological portrait presents the pianist with challenges to
control the tone and intensity of the sound. Once again, the tempo and material from the
introduction are recalled, however the soft chords are denser and darker diminished
seventh chords that resolve to a G Major chord in a bittersweet way. The dynamic
marking at m. 43 is even softer, pianissimo, as thejaj fragment of the folksong is slowly
uttered one final time in a low register. The task of recognizing the melody as distinct
from the accompaniment can be met if the pianist takes particular care in noting the
direction of the note stems. Melodic notes with stems up can be played with the right
hand, and the accompaniment can be controlled with the left hand.
The influence of the language and the text on the performance of this arrangement
remains significant even though a quicker tempo makes it more difficult to hear subtle
changes in word rhythms and melodic ornaments. Attention to word rhythm, particularly
to long and short syllable length, provides an alternative perspective, one different than
the music without text might indicate. The pianist can outline the emotional profile, one
that begins with sadness, moves through anger and ends with defeat, by clearly balancing

the phrases within the folk song itself and varying the colors of the interludes. A new
interpretation of 6/8 meter, based on the rhythm and stress patterns of the language,
creates a fresh performance that more accurately reflects the tempo giusto style. A clear
understanding of how vocal ornaments in peasant folk song rhythmically relate to the
preceding word or syllable (counter-intuitive to the Western musician's training) rather
than leading into the following syllable or word, will help the pianist avoid an
inappropriate performance of this Hungarian folk song.
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S'Hova mesz te harom arva?
"Where are you going, you three orphans?"
The third folksong arrangement is the shortest one in the entire set. It is only 14
measures long. Bart6k collected the song in 1914 from the Maros-Torda district in
Romania (See Appendix E). The following characteristics define it as another ancient,
Class A song:
•

Each line contains 8 syllables. There are more Class A songs of 8-syllable
phrases than any other phrase length (at the time Bart6k was writing his definitive
book Magyar Nepdal ,"Hungarian Folk Music", almost half of the collected songs
in Class A were 8-syllable songs (Bart6k HFM 38).

•

The melody is purely minor pentatonic with ornaments.

•

The predominant melodic curve is descending.

•

The four phrases create an ABB'C form in which the middle two lines contain
similar content, but the first and final phrases do not match (Bart6k HFM 21 ).

•

It is to be performed in the parlando-rubato style.
There are only two lines of text to this song, which is unusual. Bart6k noted that in

a few songs from Region IV (Romania), this "old fashioned disposition of the text
continued to prevail." One line of text would be repeated in the second phrase of music.
A second line of text would be repeated in the third and fourth phrases (Bart6k HFM 37).
An analysis of word stress patterns follows:
"Where are you going, you three orphans?"
S 'ho- va mesz te ha- rom cir- va
s
w
s
w
s
w
s
w
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No deviations from first syllable stress occur. The second line has one misplaced stress
on the syllable -lat-, but that is the only inconsistency with the language.
"Down the long road and into servitude?"
ra szol- gci- lat- ra
Hosz- szu utw
s
w
s
w
s
w
s
In this arrangement, Bartok's articulation markings and the notated rhythm again
provide some indications of how the speech rhythm can be played on the piano. The very
first note of the folksong surprises the performer because it appears to be an up-beat to
the first measure. It cannot be emphasized enough that every word in Hungarian begins
with a stressed syllable, and that the language and folk music never allow anacrusis.
Kodaly offers a clear explanation to this apparent inconsistency that even Bartok quotes
in his writings:
.. the 'propping up', by means of an up-beat, of the opening of a tune
line appears to be a psychological necessity. Therefore the older
method of performance often was to introduce each line of the text
with an interjection consisting of one syllable (such as hej or ej) or
more, sometimes of a hummed consonant (m, fl, or hfi) which is no
integral part of the text. The note or notes to which these insertions are
sung play the part of up-beats, which in turn are no integrant (sic) parts
of the tune (quoted in Bart6k HFM 13).
Bart6k notates the first note as an eighth note preceded by a grace note and followed by
an eighth rest.

ff I W "i I

A staccato mark over the eighth note is one more

indication that this note is clearly to be separated from the notes that follow almost as if it
were a measure with only one beat. The tempo indication Paco rubato,

j = I 00-80, and

the tenuto marks over the notes in the next two measures are directives to the performer

to play in the parlando-rubato style (See Score in Appendix A). One feature of the style
is to start explosively and then relax (Kodaly Folk and Art 32), as shown by the two
4?

numbers in the tempo marking(n.b. the descending order of numbers) and the dynamic
markings. Another feature of the style is to prolong the final syllable or, perhaps, the final
two syllables. The written rhythm of the setting shows that the final syllable
(corresponding to the syllable -va- of ar-va or "orphan") is to be lengthened.

The first of those syllables, -ar-, is approached from the octave above, giving the syllable
plenty of stress. The second unaccented syllable of the word, -va-, is a long note with a
marcato marking("'') over it. This is a pianistic mark rather than a language stress mark.

A slightly sharper attack enables the note to sound longer as it decays, creating the
decrescendo that Bart6k intended. The final eighth note of m. 2 is a short melisma, one

syllable of text that is lengthened to two notes which Bart6k indicates with a slur mark.
The apostrophe at the end of the measure is a marking Bart6k used to indicate the end of
the singer's phrase. The singer would have taken a breath at this point, and the pianist
should clear the sound.
The second phrase follows the same text as the first, with a different melody.
Tenuta marks are over each melodic note in the entire phrase so the pianist should

continue with the parlando-rubato style. An ornament is indicated in small notes with a
slur mark that connect the ornament to the note before it, not after it, reversing the
common practice in Western music (Bratuz 113). Bart6k marks apoco ritard to bring the
phrase to its conclusion. A short vertical line is another mark Bart6k used to indicate the
end of the folksong phrase. In this example, the vertical line indicates the main caesura, a
structural point in the folk song. Here, again, the pianist should briefly clear the pedal.
The third phrase has different words to the same melody as heard in the second phrase.
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The new thought is shown by a return to the opening tempo and a change in the
dynamics. More dissonant chords and darker colors evoke images of desolation. Janos
Manga describes the countryside after the departure of the Turks in 1686:
... in the wake of the defeated Turkish troops, there remained only
scorched, plundered and desertedpusztas (flat lands) and
communities with decimated populations ...The unbearable taxes, in
numerous places, the shortage of land, crop failures, the tyranny of the
landlords, military billeting, and pestilence, drove the serfs elsewhere
in pursuit of better possibilities of livelihood... ..Families that had lost
everything, relatives, loved ones, sole survivors of a whole family, left
their homes and settled elsewhere in an effort to forget their grief..
Sometimes serfs settled permanently only in the fourth or fifth place
they tried (17).
If the pianist imagines a scene such as the one described above, then the mood might be
communicated to the listener. A marcato marking (A) in m. 8 directs the pianist to strike
the note so that it will sustain over the harmony below it. Bart6k indicates the end of the
third phrase with afermata mark over an eighth rest.

Outlining the form of the folksong is another responsibility the performer must
accept. The relationship among the four phrases in this folksong is different from the
two-part structure Bart6k outlined earlier. The main caesura usually occurs at the end of
the second phrase in the middle of the folk song. Here, because the second and third
phrases are similar, a greater pressure point of the song is found at the end of the third
phrase. At this point the pianist has several items to consider. First, the ornament must be
accomplished as explained. Secondly, the accompaniment figure that "comments" on the
melody should be played and sustained (the chords are tied into the following measure.)
Thirdly, the pianist must musically prepare and take a bit more time before playing the
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final emotional statement of the fourth phrase and the afterthoughts of the last 2 measures
of accompaniment.
The final phrase opens with a Sostenuto directive to slow the tempo(Garst 16).

Augmented rhythmic values here slow down the momentum felt in the first three phrases.
Marcato markings(") emphasize each syllable and the forte dynamics indicate that the
musical climax occurs at this point. The customary tenuto markings appear on the
remaining four notes of the phrase which fall away(indicated also by a diminuendo
marking).
A recording from 1914 is available on the CD that accompanies the second edition
of Vera Lampert's invaluable book, Nepzene Bart6k Milveiben. In spite of the grainy
sounds from the Edison cylinder, one can hear the flexible, syllabic performance of this
ancient song. While the folksong melody is not an exact match with the one in Bart6k's
arrangement, one can still hear the melody surge and relax as the old woman sings two
verses of text. She begins the song with a clearly audible "propping up" syllable that
Kodaly described. She then quickly moves the first syllable of the word arva "orphan"
which coincides with the second beat of the 5/4 measure.

She repeats the text in the second phrase in much the same way, pausing again on the
word arva in mm. 4-5. The third phrase follows in the same surge-and-relax style. She
sings the longer note values of the fourth phrase with deliberation as the song concludes.

The recording is an excellent example of how the parlando-rubato style accelerates and
relaxes, and it provides welcome guidance about the style for the pianist.
The harmony that Bart6k used to highlight this melody is very sparse and not
particularly dissonant. In the accompaniment at mm. 4 and 5, Bart6k seems to comment
musically on the melody with two gestures in the characteristic Hungarian dotted rhythm
The effect occurs again in mm. 7 and 8. This well-known and characteristic
Hungarian rhythm is a direct consequence of Hungarian speech patterns consisting of a
stressed short syllable followed by an unstressed long syllable. Bart6k explained in detail
in the Harvard Lectures that this rhythm was the most important (Essays 384). The final
cadence, on an F-sharp Minor chord in its second inversion, leaves the listener in an
unsettled and desolate mood, one that three orphans might also be feeling as they wander
down the long road looking for a better life.
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Kek nefelejcs rahajlott a vallamra
"Blue forget-me-nots hung over my shoulder"
The fourth folk song, Kek nefelejcs rahajlott a vallamra ("Blue forget-me-nots
hung over my shoulder") is the final song of the "Four Old Tunes" that Bart6k grouped
together. Bela Vikar (1859-1945) collected the song in the Kolozs district ofRomania.
Vikar was more of a folklorist than a musician. He realized that his shortcomings as a
musician hindered his ability to collect both the text and the melody of folk songs, so he
took advantage of the newest technology of the time, the phonograph. Vikar was the first
folk song collector to use the phonograph in 1898 (Bart6k Essays 84). He ultimately
collected close to 1,500 folk songs, which were transcribed from his recordings by Bart6k
and others. (Bart6k, HFM 5) The folk song is a Class A, parlando-rubato song, with 11
syllables per line. 1 Major characteristic features include:
•

Isorhythmic phrases of 11 syllables

•

A melody in the Dorian mode (although the second step of the scale only appears
as an ornament)

•

A predominantly descending melodic contour

•

A formal scheme of A A' B B'. This phrase scheme is somewhat rare. The two
melodic phrases vary at the cadences (Bart6k, HFM 21).

•

A parlando-rubato style.

1

Old style folk songs can be found with a variety of phrase lengths. As mentioned in the
discussion earlier, old-style folk songs with 12 or 8 syllables are the most common.
Bart6k ordered the other folk songs in his book, Hungarian Folk Song, as follows: songs
with 6,7,11, 10 and 9 syllables.
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Each line of text is comprised of eleven syllables that subdivide into smaller
phrases of 4, 4, and 3 syllables. One or two misplaced stresses occur when the phrases are
analyzed. However, after stress reduction at the phrase layer, all lines fall neatly into a
pattern of stress that aligns with the 4 + 4+ 3 syHable phrases. Two examples, first from
verse 1, line 1
Kek
syl. s

new

"Blue forget-me-nots hung over my shoulder"
Iott
a I vallejcs I ra- haj/§.w
s
w s
w
s
s

V V V V

phr. s

w

s

w

ra

lamw

s

(w)

and then from verse 1, line 4:

syl.

Bui
s

"To be a lonely wanderer in the world"
ja I le- gyek- f!. nagy
s6w
w
w
s
s
s

dow

vils

lagw

V V V V V

phr. s

w

s

w

s

ra

( w)

Although misplaced stress occurs on the syllables -fe-, and -Iott- in the first example and
-s6- in the second example, those inconsistencies disappear at the phrase layer after stress

reduction is realized. The first four syllables combine to make one strong/weak pattern
segment, the next four syllables repeat the pattern, and the final three syllables create a
third strong/weak pairing. Bart6k gives this information to the pianist with the time
signatures at the beginning of the piece; 3/4 and 2/4 measures can be played with subtle
flexibilites of beat stress.

4R

The oldest and simplest rhythm for eleven syllables can be notated for study purposes as
follows:

However, songs such as this song from

Region IV (in Romania) have an unusual rubato style that resembles tempo giusto style

songs. Instead of even eighth notes, the rhythm of the first four syllables can be varied to
become

u J up
r

or

r .

"These quintuplets have no set rhythm" (Bart6k

HFM 33), but the last three-syllables consistently follow the original rhythm
D

r.

I.

Thus, the three smaller groupings ( 4+4+ 3) within the larger phar se can

each be performed in a slight rubato style. However, the longer, full eleven-syllable

phrases should take the same amount of time throughout the song.

In other words, the conditions of tempo giusto are maintained so far as
regards the large divisions of the tune; but within these large divisions
we have small melodic clauses performed rubato (Bart6k HFM 33).

Bart6k selected this specific song, Kek nefelejcs, as an example of this peasant
performance practice (Bart6k HFM 33).

Bart6k's notation is very clear and logical when compared with the information

discussed above. A strict tempo indication j = 84 and the Andante marking indicate that
the tempo giusto style is required. The multiple time signature 2/4-3/4 indicates that

asymmetrical phrases will create unequal rhythm patterns. Bart6k highlights the

quintuple feeling of the rhythm by increasing the rhythmic value of the last note of the
phrases. Thus

uJ
r

becomes u

� r·

for the four-syllable phrases. If the

performer recalls that eighth notes often reflect short syllables, and quarter notes
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represent long syllables, then the speech rhythms can also be deduced fromBart6k's
notation, and the rubato can be convincingly performed. The pianist should always be
aware that long syllables and short syllables do not "influence the initial stress on the first
syllable" (Bratuz'Folk 115). Careful consideration of the difference between strong and
weak notes, and long and short notes with the text as a guide, will lead the performer in
the right direction.
The end of each phrase is indicated by poco ritardando and the marking ( I ) that
has been seen in the previous folk song setting. The pianist can communicate the two-part
form, A A' BB', by attending to the poco ritardando in mm. 7 and 8. A slightly larger
break in the sound will indicate the main caesura, which balances the first two phrases
with the last two phrases
Two small ornaments at m. 7 and m. 14 are from the parlando-rubato style, and
Bartok places the slur over the ornament to remind the pianist that the ornament relates to
the note preceding it. The dynamic profile also implies the parlando-rubato practice of
peasant performance in which the song begins actively and relaxes as it progresses. The
opening phrase is forte, but at measure 9,Bart6k write meno forte. A small crescendo at
m. 13 prepares the listener for the sting of the sforzando cross relation b-sharp/b natural
at m. 14 which emphasizes the bitterness of a wandering exile (See Appendix A).
The harmonic accompaniment is comprised mostly of triads and seventh chords.
At the outset, Bart6k lures the listener into a sunny major mode with the pentachordal
melody and major-chord colors. Interestingly, the chords in the accompaniment are
marked with the tenuto markings usually found over the melody. Nevertheless, Bart6k's
instructions "to delicately emphasize the tone" should be followed (Fischer Piano 96).

'iO

The pianist should be attentive to both the chords and the rests between the chords, and
therefore use the pedal discreetly so the chords will have the desired length. The second
phrase begins with the same comfortable major chords, but soon the colors of the
accompaniment begin to darken to minor chords and an unsettling diminished triad at the
end of the phrase (m. 8). The tonal center shifts atthe midpoint (main caesura) of the
song. The bass line slowly descends as minor chords move lower and lower, giving the
piece more weight and sadness. The most dissonant chord, at m. 14 firmly starts the
convergence of harmony that leads to the final minor chord at the cadence. Both the
harmony and melody of each phrase play against each other to create the folk song form
AA 'BB'. The pianist must highlight both the similarities and the differences among the
phrases. The final phrase must conclusively convey musical closure.
The four old-style songs that Bart6k grouped together should be performed
without interruption. Bart6k informs the pianist by not writing heavy double bar lines at
the end of the first three songs, but rather lighter double lines with the time signature of
the following song. The somber mood and minor tonalities create musical weight that
Bart6k apparently intended to function like the first movement of a larger formal
structure (Karpati 155). Bart6k's careful selection of songs also introduces the listener to
the variety of folk songs. In this group are songs:
•

from both the parlando rubato and tempo giusto style,

•

from different districts: Pest, Maros Torda, and Kolozs,

•

with various syllable phrases: 6, 8, 8, and 11, and,

•

of heterorhythmic (no. l) and isorhythmic phrases (nos. 2,3 and 4).

Because the songs are set at moderate tempi, the pianist can play the rubato style
comfortably and has time to articulate the text of the song in a manner that is sensitive to
the language and meaning of the text.

Felesegem olyan tiszta
"My wife is so clean"
In the next two folk-song arrangements ofBart6k's Fifteen Hungarian Peasant
Songs, the Scherzo (no.5) and Ballade (no.6), Bart6k not only changes the emotional tone
of the set thus far, he also uses the accompaniment as a text painting tool to evoke
personalities and places. The fifth folk-song setting, entitled "Scherzo," could function as
the second movement of a four-movement work on a larger scale should the performer
conceive the form of the Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs in this manner. According to
David Yeomans, personal preference dictates whether or not the set is programmed as
one unified set or as selected sections. "While Bart6k probably never performed the work
in its entirety, pieces should bejoined when not separated by a full double bar" (Yeomans
89). Scherzo, translated from Italian, means "joke," and this folk song, Felesegem olyan
tiszta, "My wife is so clean," contains plenty of them.
The folk-song world in Hungary is compartmentalized. There are songs that only
women sing and songs that only men sing. Neither gender knows many, if any, songs
from the other's repertoire,just as traditionally women are not privileged to eavesdrop on
men's locker-room conversations, and men are not usually included in women's coffee
klatches. Opportunities to learn about the other gender's thoughts are precious, as are
insights into their behaviors and interactions. I suggest that Bart6k's setting of this folk
song informs us of much more than one man'sjokes about his wife.
Bart6k collected this folk song in 1918 in Pest (Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kiskun) during the
summer while on vacation. The same two singers, Doboczy Bematne and Petto Pana,
who sang the first folk song of the set, Meg kt.5tom lovamot "I tie up my horse," also

added this song to Bart6k's collection (Lampert, Dating 325). Although captivated by the
range of Hungarian folk song, he often chose to arrange those songs that exhibited
unusual characteristics (Lampert, Choice 402). Felesegem olyan tiszta "My wife is so
clean" has several irregularities, which immediately categorize it as mixed style or Class
C in Bart6k's catalog system.
Whereas most Hungarian folk songs are comprised of four melody-and-text
phrases, this folk song has five. Whereas most folk song phrases are isometric containing
the same number of syllables per line, this folk song has phrases of 8, 6, and 5 syllable
counts. Two identical opening phrases carry the text of various verses. A three-phrase
refrain, which sets this song apart from many others, is comprised of two more identical
phrases followed by a final contrasting phrase. Therefore, the overall AABBC form of
the song suggests a typical Class A form of AABB except for the additional 'C' phrase.
Bart6k sets the arrangement in the C Dorian mode.
Bart6k's book Hungarian Folk Music provides three verses of the folk song text
in English translation. Additional verses occur in other sources, suggesting the existence
of even more verses or that the verses were improvised in performance (See translations
in Appendix D). The rhythm of the words in this song is strong and regular (the song is a
tempo giusto tune), so that changes in the text from verse to verse do not affect the

notated rhythm of the folk song melody. The rhythm of the refrain, of course, also
remains constant since its words do not change.
If one applies the rule of first-syllable word accent in Hungarian to the first few
words of the text, a strong duple pattern is clearly heard:

M -e-seg-em

ol-yan tisz-ta,

"my wife is so clean." The third syllable is underlined because the long vowel contains an

agogic accent due to its length. Bart6k indicates this patterning by adding very specific
articulation markings over the melody of the opening statement.

Fe : le - gg: em

Q]_ : yan tisz : ta

(tr 1[ t

� : yzer mos : dik

m : hon - !1f!I!.

:

ba'

The same is true in the refrain as Bart6k's markings reinforce the duple feeling of
the text.

&J.

r

!'!.f.:nom - da : nom

lf]f]lf
!!Jig: el - ek - is

r It J f

ba : nom

hogv meg - haz

-

as - od-tam

Note the marking (>) over the interjection Sej, staccato markings over shorter syllables
"din-om," and tenuto markings (-) over longer syllables da - nom and again over -haz- of

the longer word meghazasodtam (" I got married"). Not incidentally, long vowels,
marked by the accent,('), are frequently given longer rhythmic values because of the
characteristic feature of Hungarian that increases the duration of any syllable containing a
long vowel. For example, see " .. . da-nom ... ha- nom ... meg- haz. Syllables with short
vowels (no accent marks above the letter) are musically notated in short rhythmic values,
and are often marked staccato.
Bart6k's friends and scholars have frequently stated that Bart6k rarely played the
same phrase the same way twice. Variation and spontaneity were part of every
performance. (Lampert, Recordings 240) The Scherzo is actually four repetitions of the
folk song, and each one differs from the other three. In the first statement a straight
forward melody and its accompaniment figures gradually diverge in register, opening and
increasing the total compass. The second statement changes the register of the melody by

raising it an octave, and smoothes the articulation of the refrain. At this midpoint of the
piece, Bart6k places a" I" marking. This marking is often used to indicate the main
caesura within the folk song. Here Bart6k used the concept as an indicator of a larger
formal design. The pianist should absolutely take time at m. 22, and allow the music to
almost hang in suspension for the following four measures, (mm. 23-27) in preparation
for the changes that follow.
The third statement at m. 26 treats the melody as a character variation, changing
from Allegro umoristico to an almost wistful Sostenuto Parlando rubato espressivo. The
melody is placed yet another octave higher, and it is played in broken octaves. More
pedaling is implied by the longer sustained note values of the accompaniment. The
underlying rhythm of the melody remains the same, and the articulation markings
conform to previous statements. The fourth and final statement is nearly identical to the
first statement. Despite minor changes in the accompaniment, to the listener, the two
statements are almost the same.
Two features of new-style (Class B) folk songs, the architectural form ABBA and
the transposition of the perfect 5 th interval, might be implied in this arrangement. Because
the first and last statements of the folk song differ in very small ways, the listener hears
them as almost the same. The middle two melodies are transposed up an octave instead of
the characteristic perfect 5th interval, and the accompaniment is different from the first
statement. There are similarities between the accompaniments of the second and third
statement (hence a hypothetical B B structure). Bart6k' s absorption of folk song in his
compositions extends into areas beyond melody and rhythm.

Bart6k stated that the arrangement of a folk song does not happen randomly. "The
composition round a folk melody must be done in a 'propitious hour' or - as is generally
said- it must be a work of inspiration ..." (Essays 345). Bart6k must have been in good
spirits when he was working on this arrangement. The text evokes the humorous situation
of a few men ridiculing their wives, each one laughing as the jokes tumble out. The
accompaniment seems to comment or chuckle at m. 11 and again at mm. 36-37. Bart6k
portrays the lice in her head with accompaniment figures for the left hand in mm. 1-4.
Other accompaniment comments, the rumbling, upward-rolling figures in mm. 12, 14 and
again in mm. 33 and 35, are open to interpretation. When men get together, a variety of
rumblings occur. Or is Bart6k imitating the sound of bullfrogs at night (See score in
Appendix A)?
Three important measures (mm. 22-24) precede the third repetition of the folk
song, in which the texture and mood suddenly change. The last of these three
measures, m. 25, is the tipping point of the entire piece. Three notes are played three
times in three different octave registers. These notes signal a change of heart on the part
of the narrator or singer, much like the final couplet at the end of Sonnet 130 by
Shakespeare. In the Sonnet, the narrator makes fun of his mistress with a litany of
unattractive features, much like this folk song. However, the final couplet of the Sonnet
speaks very differently:
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lips'red
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
But no such roses see I in her cheeks,
And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.

I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound.
I grant I never saw a goddess go;
My mistress when she walks treads on the ground.
And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.
The gentle octave melody with open, consonant chords as accompaniment create a tender
break from the joking. A slower tempo and flexible rubato allow for contemplation. A
brief pang caused by a bittersweet cross-relation in m. 29 is quickly forgotten when the
tempo giusto refrain returns in its carefree way. The fleeting moment of sincerity has

passed. More jokes and laughter arrive with the fourth and final repetition of the folk
song. The piece ends with a shrug-like gesture.
Collecting folk songs required patience and humility. In several essays, Bart6k
described the difficulties of gaining the trust of the peasants, and yet that is precisely
what he was able to do. It is important for the musician to understand the environment
around the folk songs (Essays 333). Intense periods of hard work with the phonograph
were possibly followed by more idle hours of conversation and eating. Some elements of
"those days among the peasants (that) were the happiest days of my life" (Essays 332) are
to be discovered in the music of this folk-song arrangement.

Angoli Borba.la Ballade
"The Ballad of Angoli Borbala"

The sixth folk-song setting in Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs, entitled
"Ballade" is based on the folk song Angoli Borba/a. Bart6k collected this folk song in
1918 from the Alfold region of Hungary, the Great Plain region between the Danube and
Tisza Rivers (See Map in Appendix E). He was particularly fascinated by the meter of
this song (Essays 392) and wrote in a letter to his sister "to hear such a thing in
Hungarian and, what is more, in the middle of the A/fold, and, moreover, in 7/8 rhythm, is
truly sensational" (Lampert Choice 402). Bart6k classified this folk song as old style or
Class A, noting that:
•

each line of text contained six syllables,

•

the song is made up of four differing melodic phrases, indicated as ABCD,
typical of Class A songs.

•

The song is in the Dorian mode.
A tragic love story slowly unfolds in twenty-three verses. Deeper study of the

narrative is invaluable in developing interpretation. The complete text is found in
Bart6k's book Hungarian Folk Music (See Appendix D). The folk-song text behind this
movement plays two potential roles: the dramatic story invites vivid text painting
(Fischer Piano Music 102) and the rhythmic inflections of the language influence the
performance of the melody.
The ballad opens with a young girl who is wearing a new dress. Peculiarly, the
front hemline is shorter than the back, and her slim waistline looks thicker than usual
(verses 1-4.) Her mother questions her about both oddities, and Angoli Borba.la vaguely

answers: "The tailor did not cut it well. The seamstress did not sew it well and the maid
did not fit it to me well" (verse 5). Her mother presses her with more questions, and
Angoli Borba.la lies again: "I drank river water and got swollen" (verses 6-8). On the
third round of questioning, she tells the truth: "Squire Gyongyvari caused it" (verse 911). Her mother is furious because her daughter has shamed the family and demands that
the authorities take her daughter to prison (verse 12). For thirteen days, Angoli Borba.la
languishes. She does not eat, drink or sleep. When her mother finally visits her and
questions why, Angoli Borba.la only asks for one hour to write a letter to her love (verses
13-16). The next verse, verse 17, shifts the dialogue to Squire Gyongyvari who has come
to find his sweetheart. Now the mother avoids the truth, telling him that Angoli Borba.la
is in the garden. He cannot find her and returns to ask again, feeling panic and sensing a
tragic outcome. The truth comes out- Angoli Borba.la is dead and lying in the other room
(verses 18- 20). Squire Gyongyvari rushes to her coffin and declares his love for her:
"My blood with your blood runs in one stream. My heart with your heart will rest in one
tomb. My soul with your soul will pray to one God" (verses 21-23). He then stabs
himself in the heart and dies. If the performer hopes to fulfill the imperative of Janos
Karpati, an eminent Hungarian Bart6k scholar (b. 1932) to "go in search of the innermost
logic of the music" (Karpati 161), then the power of the psychological drama of this story
will influence the interpretation.
According to Karpati, the "Ballade" represents "the highest level of interference
on the part of the composer, or, alternatively, the highest kind of arrangement" (Karpati
154). He is referring to Bart6k's own description of folk-song transcription categories
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outlined in the essay "The Relation Between Contemporary Hungarian Art Music and
Folk Music" of 1941 (Essays 351). Karpati continues to say:
the term harmonization is an understatement in this case, as the
composer has turned the identical stanzas of the original ballad into a
sequence of fanciful variations. Variation in its traditional classical
usage involves a gradual broadening in the processes of
transformation, with the subject becoming increasingly distant from its
original form as the piece progresses. Bart6k's great idea was to use
this entirely musical structure as a dramatic device: through the
gradual transformation of this short 4-bar stanza he manages to
translate the narrative of this folk drama into the language of music,
right up to its tragic conclusion. The drama is thus 'miniaturized' into
the proposition and eight variations of the tune. (154)
The opening theme is marked pesante and played in unison octaves. Each note is
marked with the articulation(-) indicating that the performer should allow each note to
sound its full value but not be linked together(Fischer Piano Music 96). The result is a
declarative rendering of the theme. An interesting rhythmic dissonance occurs when word
stress and the long/short syllables are juxtaposed. From the opening verse, in the example
that follows the reader can observe irregular stress patterns that do not lend themselves to
metrical trees as seen in previous examples.
"Angoli Borbala bought a little frock"
An- go- Ii Bor- ba- la I kis szok- nyat va- rat- ott.
S
W W S
S
W W
S
w s w w
"The front became rather short, the back became rather long"
El- ill kurt- ab- bo- dott I ha- tu! hosz- szab- bod- ott,
w
w w
S
W
S
S W S
W W W
An attempt to apply stress reduction principles also results in clashes. The seemingly
incompatible patterns actually cause a dynamic, asymmetrical rhythmic effect that opens
the door to a clearer understanding of the subtle forces of the Hungarian language. The
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performer can now see how the long and short syllables relate to stressed and unstressed
syllables. The pianist can also understand why this melody is in 7/8 meter, and can play
each measure flexibly within the meter according to the language accents.

1!)-go -Ii � - ba-la

� �1,ok-nyat � - ru-lull

1;-lul �-lab• be-dolt.

�-tul hosz-szab- bo-dutt.

The pianist can also strive to follow the practice of singing Hungarian ballads in "a
measured pace and an impassive utterance. The aim is to captivate us simply by the
textual content and this is assisted by the solemn rigid deportment and voice of the
performer" (Rajeczky 58). 1 A vocal recording of the opening six verses clearly
demonstrates a simple, word-sensitive rendering of the melody (Paksa IV 40). The singer
injects no affectations, freely takes time to breathe (sometimes in the middle of phrases,)
and uses some slight rubato (agogic accent) on longer syllables such as "Lanyom,
lanyom, lanyom "My daughter, my daughter, my daughter" in verse 3. A strong sense of
forward motion is absent. Instead one feels very distinct, almost compartmentalized
phrases.2 Bart6k's own recording of the Ballade also illuminates this style of melodic
performance, especially in the initial statement of the theme in measures 1-4 (See Score
in Appendix A p. 6).
As if to remind us that his setting will be more than a simple rendering of the
story, Bart6k marks the final three notes of the theme with a different articulation
Rajeczky continues to point out that this style of ballad singing is found in ancient
European folk cultures and documented by other scholars of folk music, such as Cecil
Sh arp . (58)
2
The singer, Okros Roza, had originally sung the ballad for Bart6k in 1918 when she was
eighteen years old. Fifty years later, in 1968, she recorded the first six verses again.
(Paksa 40)
1
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marking(/\), one that is more forceful, clearly signaling the end of the theme and,
perhaps, foreshadowing the tragic ending. While these final three dramatic notes do not
carry meaning from the text(they are suffixes of the word 'hosz-szab-bo-dott ' of the first
verse text) perhaps Bart6k is highlighting an interesting feature of the Hungarian
language- long sounding double consonants. The authors, Zoltan Banhidi, Zoltan Jokay
and Denes Szabo, explain in the introduction of their book, Learn Hungarian, double
consonants in Hungarian can sound two or even three times longer than single
consonants. The example above has three long consonants: ssz(which is written as sz-sz
when the word is broken into syllables,) bb and tt. The authors advise that "great care
should be paid to the differences in length" between the double and single consonants
when pronouncing double/long consonants(Banhidi 23). In our example, each of the
final three syllables both begins and ends with a consonant, and there is almost a halting
feeling to the word that the marking (A) might also suggest. The final marking(') at the
end of the theme indicates that the singer would have taken a breath, and that the player
should also take time.
The next twelve measures comprise the first three variations. Phrase markings
over each measure remind the performer that the six-syllable line count of the folksong
needs to be articulated. These three variations represent the interrogations by the mother.
Each variation increases in intensity; the first variation is marked p - dolce, the second mp
- espr(essivo), and the third crescendo which climaxes to the fourth variation. The
accompaniment underscores the rising tension of each interrogation in several ways. A
descending bass line, notated with ties and double stems, combined with rolling chords
widens the compass between the melody and the accompaniment over the course of the

three variations. Step-wise intervals in the accompaniment increase to larger intervals and
later widen more to open fourths and fifths. The rhythm of the rolling chords breaks
apart, and some chromatic cross relations add more dissonance to the harmony. Each
variation is louder than the previous one. The cumulative effect is one of increased
tension and drama.
The fourth variation is the discovery of Angoli Borba.la's transgression. Changes
in the texture, from rolling chords to harsh marcato chords that jaggedly interrupt the
melody portray the mother's anger and cruel order to have her daughter imprisoned.
Bart6k marks the music forte pesante ,a dramatic contrast from the dolce and espressivo
colorings of the preceding variations. One can also feel the prison door closing behind
Angoli Borba.la with the execution of the final three notes of the fourth variation.
Bart6k changes the folk tune for the first time in the fifth variation by simplifying
and augmenting the rhythm, and writing a skeletal outline of the melody. Radical changes
in texture, sonority, dynamics, meter, tempo, and character take the listener to a different
place - the jail cell. Angoli Borba.la is abandoned, lonely, and wasting away. The gloomy
finality of her fate is painted by soft, misty, pedaled colors and widely spaced, cold,
pointillist octaves that hint at the melodic contour of the folksong. The indication
smorzando tells the performer to allow the sound to die away.

More changes in meter, rhythm, sonority, melody, key signature, and character
signal the beginning of the sixth variation. The mother has come to visit her daughter and
the mother acts as if nothing is wrong. The singsong character of the melody (marked
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cantabile) set in 6/8 meter (a distinctly non-Hungarian meter)3 underlies the mother's
clueless questions about her daughter's weakening state. However, in two short measures,
Bart6k signals that the worst is yet to come. At measure 27, a crescendo commences
that, when combined with a ritardando molto, informs the listener of the impending
doom much the same way that dramatic irony in a story informs the reader of the
conclusion to the action before even the characters know. The last melodic note of
measure 28 should be sharply played (marked /\ above it) and the inner voice note (b
sharp) in the same measure must not be slighted, because both notes are pivotal points in
the drama. Bart6k's sense of form and balance is impeccable. Measure 28 is the so-called
"golden section" point of the piece. Bart6k informs us that a turning point occurs here by
marking a double measure line at the end of this measure. 4 Instead of a predictable, loud
overstatement of tragedy, Bart6k substitutes a menacing, fleeting moment of huge
consequence.
The melody moves to the lower register for the first time at m. 29 with the
beginning of variation seven. This is the voice of Squire Gyongvari asking his soon-to-be
mother-in-law about Angoli Borba.la's whereabouts. The tempo quickens a bit, and the
key has changed to C# Dorian. The melody wanders widely, and fragments, as Bart6k
In the Harvard Lectures of 1943, Bart6k describes sources of Hungarian rhythm, one of
which is "more or less rigid rhythm generally set in 2/4 time." (Essays 383) Later in the
same essay, Bart6k continues to explain that a melody exclusively in¾ time (i.e. in a
triple feeling) "will irrefutably be of Western European origin." (Essays 391)
3

4

Erno Lendvai, the noted Hungarian theorist, has written extensively on the golden
section in Bart6k's music. Lendvai makes calculations to the 1/1000 place value and
arrives at 0.618 as the number for finding geometric mean (golden section) in a given
piece. Because this piece is short ( only 43 measures), a whole number ratio of 2/3 was
used. With this in mind, two ratios were created and the following equation was set up:
x/43 = 2/3. x is solved (in whole numbers) as 28. For more precise information about the
golden section, the reader should consult the essay cited and other writings by Lendvai.

quickly shows through the crescendo, changing meters, and rhythmic fragmentation that
the squire is becoming alarmed. Two dissonant, angular chords at the end of the variation
unmistakably inform the listener of the squire's realization that his love, Angoli Borbala,
is dead.
The maestoso return of the unadorned folksong melody, stated in unison octaves
in the original G Dorian mode brings the drama full circle with the final two variations.
Squire Gyongyvari is declaring his love and bracing himself for his own death.
Statements of the folk melody parallel the promises he makes to her: "my blood with
your blood ... , my heart with your heart ... , and my soul with your soul ... " Sharp
dissonant chords continually interrupt the melody. The tension increases as the melody
widens from two octaves, to three and finally four octave statements. The dynamics and
jagged chords ascend to the tonic and to the final open fifth "stab" at the last cadence.
In these six short folk-song settings, Bart6k introduced a cross section of folk
song types and styles of arrangements. Each folk song, which Bart6k considered a
"masterwork in miniature" (Manga 7) presented a creative challenge that Bart6k
addressed in different ways. In his efforts to bring folk music to the general public,
Bart6k understood that:
what comes from the country into the town needs to be clothed.
Whether arranged for choir or piano, the accompaniment must serve
only as a replacement for the field and the village that have been left
behind (Bart6k, quoted in Lesznai 55).
In his manuscripts, written transcriptions of the field recordings, Bart6k tried to capture
every nuance of the peasant's singing with almost scientific accuracy: the language
dialect, the flexible rhythm, the performance tempo, and ornamentation of the melody.
Why the original text is not written with the music in Bart6k's folk-song settings is
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puzzling (Fischer Piano MusicIOI), but Bart6k nonetheless leaves clues in the score
about how the language is reflected in the music. If the articulation markings are
carefully studied, and if basic principles of phonology and prosody of the Hungarian
language are applied, then the performer can begin to both understand and feel the ebb
and flow of the rubato that is basic to the folk songs, and to sing them internally during
performance.
The meaning of the text is also important for the performer to understand. Bart6k
sometimes generated an overall emotional tone with the accompaniment, as in the first
four arrangements, but he also looked to the text as inspiration for text painting, the case
especially with the "Ballade." These settings were inspired by vocal, not instrumental,
folk music. Consequently, knowledge of the words, their sound, rhythm, and meaning, is
critical to a performance that seeks a relevant and meaningful connection among the
performer, the song, the listener, and Bela Bart6k.
When Bart6k discovered peasant songs, he found his life's purpose. In 1904, he
wrote in a letter to his sister "I have now a new plan: I shall collect the most beautiful
Hungarian folksongs and raise them to the level of art songs by providing them with the
best piano accompaniments" (Erdely 27). These arrangements are clear evidence of a
fulfilled promise.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The information and its applications discussed in this document provide a non
Hungarian speaking musician with many useful avenues and strategies for investigation and
research. Some knowledge of the Hungarian language of the folk-song text, and of the folk
song style is indispensable to a performer who wishes to communicate the composer's ideas
as completely as possible at the piano.
While the Hungarian language may appear to be impenetrable, in some ways it is not.
If a native Hungarian speaker is available, some time spent learning the basic rules of
Hungarian pronunciation and gaining a small measure of fluency will be invaluable. In the
same manner that a trained singer practices the text and diction of songs in a foreign
language, a musician can chew on the sounds and rhythms of the folk-song texts and gain
some understanding of how the language relates to the music. Written Hungarian is
absolutely phonetic; a few rules of pronunciation are unique to Hungarian, but once those
rules are understood, their application is consistent and a non-Hungarian speaker could
correctly read aloud a short folk-song text with a minimum of training. Singing along with a
recording will bring the non-Hungarian speaker even closer to the folk song.
Recordings provide a valuable window into the actual sounds of Hungarian folk song.
The Institute of Musicology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Hungarian National
Ethnographic Museum, the Bart6k Archives, and the Hungaroton recording company have a
wealth of recordings, many of which are the actual recordings of peasant singing that Bart6k
made. Two anthologies, Hungarian Folk Music-Gramophone Records with Bart6k's
Transcriptions edited by Laszlo Somfai, and Anthology of Hungarian Folk Music, both

produced by Hungaroton, are comprehensive. The recordings with Bart6k's transcriptions
are dazzling in detail and offer the reader an immediate chance to become more
"knowledgeable of the mother tongue and of the folk song" (Somfai, Gramophone Booklet,
24 ). Recordings are also available as mp3 files on the website for the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences (www.zti.hu) in two data bases, Folk Songs Collected by Bart6k, and Published
Folk Songs. However, one must know some Hungarian in order to use the databases
efficiently.
Slow research through large catalogs of Hungarian folk songs is unnecessary due to
an invaluable book, Nepzene Bart6k Miiveiben by Vera Lampert. The second edition,
published in 2005 by the Institute of Musicology of the Hungary Academy of Science,
contains a CD of recordings that directly pertain to Bart6k compositions based on specific
folk songs. 1 The English translation of the book, Folk Music in Bart6k's Compositions: A
Source Catalog. is forthcoming. Lampert is a scrupulously thorough scholar; her book
documents not only the folk-song sources, but provides catalog numbers that correlate with
the folk-song database at the Institute of Musicology in Budapest as well as other
publications where each folk song can be found.
A provocative essay, "On Bart6k's Improvisations and the 'Pippa Principle,"' by
Damjana Bratuz, outlines details of the Hungarian language itself and its impact on
performances ofBart6k's music. No other source raised as many insightful questions about
performance interpretation and the need for knowledge of the language as did this essay. Her
doctoral dissertation, "The Folk Element in the Piano Music ofBela Bart6k," gives specific
examples of how to play Hungarian folk-song melodies on the piano that will reflect
1

Lampert, Vera. Nepzene Bart6k Miiveiben:A Feldogozott Dallamok Forrasjegyzeke.
Budapest: Zenetudomanyi Intezet, 2005.

sensitivity to the language and to the folk-song performance style. This document should be
published and more available to Bart6k researchers.
A healthy folk music culture thrives in present-day Hungary. The world-renowned
traditional folk music ensemble, Muzsikas, with singer Marta Sebestyen, has studied and
performed folk music for over 35 years. In 1999, the ensemble received the Kossuth Prize,
the highest honor for the arts in Hungary. In a short article, "The Living Tradition ofBart6k
Sources," Janos Karpati pinpoints the value of modem recordings, specifically the CD, "The
Bart6k Album," released by Muzsikas in 1999.
" It is a priceless experience to be able to listen to the music itself, the very
music which caught Bart6k's imagination... The unique value of this
album ("The Bart6k Album") lies in the authentic rendering of the folk
music itself This in tum is the product of long dedicated years on the part
of Muzsikas, studying the styles, techniques and character of this music,
immersing themselves over and over again in the original sources-the
product, in short of a great deal of deliberate effort and much natural talent
(Karparti, Living Sources 154, 156).
This CD is an epiphany that completes the circle from original peasant folk song
through folk-song reconstruction as live music to art music infused by the spirit of a musical
genius, Bela Bart6k. Several folk songs are presented in an enlightening format: first as an
archival Bart6k recording, then as a live re-creation by Muzsikas, and finally as a composed
arrangement by Bart6k for two violins (from his set of 44 Duos.) From whichever part of the
circle the music comes to the listener's ears, the other two parts are somehow present. The
imagination and the soul of the performer, whether the musician is peasant or concert
virtuoso, comes through in the music. To complete another circle, the reader is referred to the
Foreword of the first folk-song arrangements, Twenty Hungarian Folksongsfor Voice and
Piano, that Bart6k and Kodaly arranged together in 1906. In their words:
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Hungarian folksong in the concert hall! That it will be compared with the
masterpieces of world literature and with foreign folksong sounds odd
today. But its time will come" (quoted in Lesznai 55).
Indeed it has.
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The Musical Score

Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs
Bela Bartok
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Bartok's Catalogue of Articulation Signs
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'=32.rtok's catalcgt:e cf a.rda.ilation signs

From the Preface to Bart6k's 1916 edition of selections from the Notebook for
Anne Magdalena Bach:

'''

=

sharp staccato (staccatissimo) implyin.g a certain accentuation
a..7.d stronger tone colo;:-.

=

L-.....e regular staccato, whereby the sounding of the note ranges
com the shortest in value to one-half the value of the not'e.

=

portamento [portato ], ,;,vhereby the tones must be permitted to
so'-.!.Ild almost up to half of ti½e note value in conjunction
a
l
certain specia colorihg.

=

fre symbol for half-shorteni.11.g (the tones should not sound
shorter than half of li-te note value.)

=

wifo

the tenuto symbol above different notes signifies that they must
bt held for their entire note value; when above each note of a
g:-oup, that we must pew,it foe notes to sound throughout their
e�ire note value i£ possible, without linking then to one
1
. a:-,other.
the well-k_-r1own legato sy1:nbol, which we are also usi.i.7.g, in the
case of legato parts, for marking the phrase for, lack of a..riother
sy::1bol.

sf

=

the strongest accentuation

/\

=

accentuation still forceful enough

>

=

,\.-e-"k accentuation

=

t.c'-1.2 tenuto symbol above the di.i.qerent tones of the legato
pa.:-�s signifies delicatel,v emphasizing the tone by ,vay of a
d:...:.:2rent tone• colocin£
._, .

Appendix C

Folk Songs Selected by Bartok for

Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs

Selected Folk Songs in
Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs

Meg kotom lovamot "I tie up my horse"

Ii

l
Meg- ko - tom

'b

I F'

Szo

lo - va - mot

-

mo - ru fiiz - fa -hoz,

p I p D p D I p p p p I! J
la - ba

Le

haj

-

tom

fe - je - met

Ket

J 11

hoz.

el - so

Kit viragot r6zsam adott "My rose (sweetheart) gave me two flowers''

Kit vi-ra--got

An -nak csak egy

r6 - zsam a-dott,

El seru her-vadt

Ver-je me g az

asz - szony o-ka.

jaj

mar el - ha"b,yott,

E-gek U- ra,

ja-jaj jaj

Jaj

ja - jaj jaj.

S'Hova mesz te hdrom arva? "Where are you going, you three orphans?"
(n.b. different text)

� � i D , I P D D D 11 D D l J__;-1 i p p D p I D D r ffl1 f
I":\

Aj.

meg kell a bu -

Meg kell szi - vem - nek

ha - sad

za-nak er-ni.

-

ni. _

Mer min-den nap

1r r 1r r

Mer min - den - nap

uj szel

�

e -

ri.

I":\

11;,.bl1 J. II
uj bi1

e - ri.
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Kek nefelejcs rahajlott a vallamra

ra -haj-lot t a

Kck nc-fe-lejts

\1 - Jag

-

ra.

val-la m - ra,

Smc rt csa-pott el

se-dcs a-nyam

oj- jan i - gaz

el-csa-po tt a

ar - va

-

nak?

ID D p rcs=n11 _tki �. I J

D f"

buj - do - s6 -

"Blue forget-me-nots hang over my shoulder"

le -

ja

gy ek

a

nagy

-

vi-lag

11

nak.

Felesegem olyan tiszta "My wife is so clean"

Fe- le - se-gcm

��

r

f Ip p
e -

- nom,

mig

Angoli Borbdla Ballade

An-go -Ii Bor - ba-Ja

o - lyan tis:i: - ta.

J' )1
l

lek

is

Egy- szer mos- dik

egy 116- nap- ba

Ir f I D p J
ha
ba -

110111.

Hogy meg -

Ip

Sej.

di-nom,

Jl� :J

za - sod- tam.

II

"The Ballad of Angoli Borbala"

kis szok-nyat var - ra-tott

E-liil k ur-tab - bo-dott, ha - tu! hosz-szab- bo-dott.
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Appendix D

Folk Song Translations

Meg kotom lovanwt
"I tie up my horse"

I .Meg kotom lowimot

1. I tie up my horse

Szomorufuz fahoz,

To the weeping willow.

Lehajtom fejemet

I bow my head

Ket elso labahoz.

Toward his forelegs.

2. Lehajtom fejemet

2. I bow my head

A babam olebe,

Toward the lap of my love,

Hullajtom konnyeim

And I shed tears

R6::sas kotenyebe.

Upon her flowery apron.

Bart6k, Bela. Hungarian Folk Music translation by Michel Calvocoressi. p.116

R7

Kit viragot rozsam adott
"My sweetheart gave me a flower"

Kit viragot r6zsam adott

I got a flower from my lover (my rose),

El sem hervadt es mar elhagyott

The flower has not withered
and she has already left me

Annak csak egy asszony oka

The reason for this is only one woman

Verje meg az egek ura

(who)Should be beaten by the Lord of the Heaven

Translation by Gyorgy Szy 11/25/2007

S'Hova mesz te harom arva?
"Where are you going you three orphans?"

Hova mesz te harom arva

Where are you going you three orphans ?

Hova mesz te harom arva

Where are you going you three orphans ?

Hosszu utra szolgalatra

Down the long road into servitude.

Hosszu utra szolgalatra

Down the long road into servitude.

Text translation by Teri Duke Kidd

Kek nefelejcs rahajlott a vallamra
"Blue forget-me-nots hung over my shoulder"

Kek nefelejcs rahajlott a vallamra

Blue forget-me-nots hung over my shoulder

S edes anyam elcsapott a vilagra

And my dear mother has sent me out into
the world.

S mer csapott el ojjan igaz arvanak?

Why did she send me to be such an orphan?

Bujdos6ja legyek a nagy vilagnak.

(and) to be a lonely wanderer (exile) in the
world.

Text translation by Gyorgy Szy and Teri Duke Kidd (verse 1)

Ha tudta te kis angylom nem szeretsz

If you had known, my little angel, that you
did not love me,

S 'mer nem kuldtel egy kis szomoru levelet

Why did you not send me a farewell letter

S 'tetted volna a legygyorsabb postara

And you could have sent it by the fastest
post.

S 'Hogy jott volna Kalotaszentkiralyra

So that it would have come to
Kalotaszentkiraly.

Text translation by Michel D. Calvocoressi in Hungarian Folk Music by Bela Bart6k.

(}0

Felesegem olyan tiszta

"My Wife is So Clean"

Felesegem olyan tiszta
Egyszer mosdiklfiirdik egy honapba'

My wife is so clean
She bathes once a month

Refrain:
Sej I dinomdanom mfg elek is banom,
Hogy meg hazosodtam.

Hey! Merry making! As long as I live
I am sorry that I got married.

A fejibe olyan tetyu
Mint a kozonseges kesztyu

On her head there are lice
As big as a common glove.

Kenyeret is j6l tud siitni
6tszor, hatszor be.fut neki

She also knows how to bake bread well
She makes the fire for it five or six times.

From Hungarian Folk Song by Bartok translated by Michel D. Calvocoressi

Otszor, hatszor befiit neki
Megis suletlen s::edi ki

She makes the fire for it five or six times
All the same, it comes out half-baked.

Gomb6cot foz mint az oklom
Most ettem meg, majd meg dog/om

(She makes) dumplings the size of a fist
I eat them now and die later.

Amit az asztalra foltesz
Att6l az ember majd megvesz

Whatever she puts on the table
A man will later go mad from it.

Haja olyan, mint egy bokor
Szaja olyan, mint egy bocskor

Her hair is like a bush
Her mouth looks like a shoe.

Orra olyan mint egy okol
Beleferne harom kobol

Her nose is the size of a fist
Three barrels could fit into it.

A szemebe ket nagy csipa
Olyan, mint egy tajtekpipa

In her eyes are two large (balls of mucus)
As large as a meershaum pipe.

From www.nemokap.hu/nepdal.htm
A szemebe ket nagy csipa
Mint egy kozonseges picsa/ sapka

In her eyes are two large balls of mucus
As large as a common (unsuitable)/ hat

From Bart6k manuscript at the Institute of Musicology

Ql

Angoli Borba/a
The Ballad of "Angoli Borba.la"

I.Angoli Borba/a
Kis szoknyat varatott,
Elul kurtabbodott,
Hatul hosszabbodott.

1.Angoli Borba.la
Bought a little frock,
The front became rather short,
The back became rather long.

2. Elul kurtabbodott,
Hatul hosszabbodott,
Szep, karcsu dereka
Egyre vastagodott.

2. The front became rather short,
The back became rather long.
Her beautiful slim hips
Grew gradually broader.

3. Lanyom, lanyom, lanyom,
Angoli Borba/a,
Mi dolog lehet a':
Kerek alju szoknya

3." My daughter, my daughter,
Angoli Borba.la
What has happened?
The circular hem of your frock

4. Elul kurtabbodik,
Hatul hosszabbodik,
Szep karcsu derekad
Egyre vastagodik?

4.Has become rather short in the front,
And at the back rather long,
And your beautiful slim waist
Has grown gradually broader?"

5. -Szabo nemj6 szabta,
Var6 nemj6 varta.
Ez a szobaleany
Reamnemj6 adta.

5. "The tail or has cut it badly,
The seamstress sewn it badly,
And the chambermaid
Has adjusted it badly."

6. =3. 7. =4.

6. =3. 7.=4.

8. -Anyam, anyam, anyam,
Vandorvari Kati,
Foj6vizet ittam,
Attal vastagodom.

8. "Mother, mother, mother,
Vandorvari Kati
I drank water from the river
And therefore I am swollen."

9. = 3. 10. = 4.

9.=3. 10.=4.

I I. ---Mit tiirom-tagadom,
Csak ki kell vallanom:
Gyongyvari urfit6l,
Attal vastagodom.

11. "I can't go on lying,
And I must confess:
It is Squire Gyongyvari
Who is the cause of my swelling."

Q')

12. ----Panditrok Jojjetek,
l:fogjcitok, vigyete, :I
Bortonbe tegyetek:

12. "Come here, you Pandurs,
I: Take her, drag her away, :I
Throw her into prison.

13. Tizenharom napig
I: Sem enni, sem inni, :I
Sem pedig aludni!

13. For thirteen days
j: No food, no drink :I
And even no sleep.

14. Tizenharmadnapra
El(JJon az anya
---Eszel-e vagy iszol,
Vagy pedig aluszol?

14. Thirteen days elapse
And the mother comes.
"Do you eat, do you drink
Or at least do you sleep?"

15. --- Nern eszem, nem iszom,
Sem pedig nem alszom;
Csak egy 6rat engedj,
Levelem had' from,

15. "I eat not, I drink not,
And even I sleep not,
But grant me one hour
For to write a letter,

16. Leve/em had' from
Gyongywiri urfinak,
Gyongyvari urjinak,
Kedves galombomnak.

16. For to write a letter
To Squire Gyongyvari,
To Squire Gyongyvari,
To my well-beloved.

17. J6 estet, j6 estet
Osmeretlem anyam!
Hol vagyon, hol vagyon
Az en kedves babam?

17. Good evening, good evening
My newly-met mother!
Where is she, where is she,
My dearly beloved?

18. ---Kinn van a kis kerben
Gyongyviragot szedni,
Bus koszoritt kotni,
A fejere tenni.

18. "She went into the garden
To pluck lilies of the valley,
To weave a dismal wreath
And wear it round her head."

19.---Nincsen ott, nincsen ott.
Osmeretlem anyam.
Mondja meg, ho/ vagyon
Az en kedves babam?

19. "She is not there, not there,
My newly-met mother.
Do tell me, where is she
My dearly beloved?"

20. ---Mit turom-tagadom,
Csak ki kell vallanom:
Benn van a szobciban
Fekete-szfn padon.

20. "I can't go on lying,
And I must confess:
She is up there in the room,
In her black coffin.

21.Bemegy a volegeny
Bemegyen sietve,
Veszi a nagy keset,
Szegezi szivenek:

21. In went the bridegroom,
In he went quickly,
And drove his big knife
Straight into his heart.

22. ---Verem a vereddel
Egy patakot mosson,
Szfvem a sz[vedell
Egy s[rba nyugodjon.

22. "My blood with thy blood
Runs in one stream,
My heart with thy heart
Will rest in one tomb."

23. Szfvem a sz[veddel
Egy sfrba nyugodjon,
Lelkem a lelkeddel
Egy istent imadjon!

23. "My heart with thy heart
Will rest in one tomb,
My soul with thy soul
Will pray to one God."

Bart6k, Bela. Hungarian Folk Music translated by Michel D. Calvocoressi p. 112-114
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Paksa, Katalin. "New Regional Features in the Hungarian New-Style Songs." Studia
Musicologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 43. Akademi Kiad6 (2002): 96.
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Appendix F

Pronunciation Guide to
Hungarian Vowels and Consonants

9R

Guide to the Pronunciation of Hungarian Letters
Vowels
High
IPA

Middle
IPA

Low
IPA

i
i
(short) (long)
1

e

(long)

e

e
(short)
E

ti
ii
(short) (long)
y

y:

o

o

(short) (long)

u
u
(short) (long)
u

u:

0
6
(short) (long)

0

0

o:

a

a

a

a

(long) (short)

Siptar 15, 52

QQ

Guide to the Pronunciation of Hungarian Letters
Consonants

The following consonants are pronounced in the sarn:e manner in Hungarian as in
English: p,b,t,d,k,g,f,v,z,m,n, and I. Double consonants are twice the length as single ·
consonants.
Consonant combinations include:

·-..

Hungarian

English Equivalent

IPA symbol

ty

t+y sounded together

[C]

gy

d+y sounded together

[J ]

s

sh

[f]

sz

s

[ s]

ZS

as m VlSIOn

[ 3]

C

as in tsetse (fly)

[ ts ]

cs

ch

[ tf]

dzs

j as in jam

[d3]

ny

as in onion

[Jl]

J

y

[j J

ly

l+y sounded together

[ y]

Siptar xiii
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